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Supreme Court of Canada ruling could reset Sinixt presence in West Kootenay
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Two weeks after the Supreme
Court of Canada ruled in favour of
Sinixt hunting rights, the head of the
American tribe that launched the case
is still excited.
“I think my feet have finally hit
the ground,” said Rodney Cawston,
chairman of the Confederated Tribes
of the Colville Reservation. “This
is really exciting for us – it was
really exciting for our people. It was
an amazing day Friday when we
received the decision.”
But while Cawston’s phone
has been ringing with messages
of congratulations, he still hasn’t
heard from any official level of
the Canadian government since
the ruling. Politicians and the legal
experts are still trying to come to
terms with the implications of the
decision
“Nothing like normal
communication or anything yet, but
it’s still very soon,” he told the Valley
Voice. “So if they don’t talk to us,
we’ll reach out to them.”
He said the Colville Confederacy
had some meetings with government
while the Desautel case moved up
the courts, “but not at the level we’ve
needed to… with the appeals, there
was too much unknown,” he said.
“Now with the Supreme Court ruling,
it will have to go forward.”
“There is a very steep learning
curve here. I think until we start
working with the different ministries,

we don’t know what we are going
to encounter,” he says. “This is all
very new.”

Supreme Court ruling

Richard Lee Desautel was
charged in 2011 after he came to
Canada from his home in Washington
State with the express purpose of
challenging the province’s hunting
laws. He shot an elk in the Slocan
Valley, and then called conservation
officers to turn himself in.
That began a decade-long grind
through the courts to recognize his
right to hunt as an Aboriginal person
in his nation’s traditional territory.
On April 23, the top court’s judges
ruled Desautel was exercising his
constitutionally protected Aboriginal
hunting rights – even though he didn’t
live in Canada. The decision backed
up the ruling by the first trial judge,
who threw the initial case out on
constitutional grounds.
“Because the doctrine of
Aboriginal rights arises from the
simple fact of prior occupation,
the Aboriginal peoples of Canada
under section 35 (1) are the modern
successors of those Aboriginal
societies that occupied Canadian
territory at the time of European
contact, even if they are now outside
Canada,” said the majority ruling.
“The trial judge also found that
the modern-day practice of hunting
in this territory, as [Desautel] did,
is a continuation of this pre-contact
practice,” they continued. “Setting
aside the periods in which no hunting

took place, there was no significant
dissimilarity between the pre-contact
practice and the modern one. As a
result, [Desautel] was exercising an
Aboriginal right protected by [Section
35 (1) of the Canadian Constitution].”
But the ruling wasn’t unanimous,
with some judges ruling the Colville
Confederated Tribes’ base in the
US precludes them having rights in
Canada.
“The constitutional protection
of Aboriginal rights contained in
section 35 (1) of the Constitution
Act 1982 does not extend to an
Aboriginal group located outside of
Canada,” said Suzanne Cote in the
minority opinion. “And even if it did,
[Desautel] cannot establish that he
was exercising an Aboriginal right to
hunt in the Sinixt traditional territory
in British Columbia, as the modern
group’s claim lacks continuity with
the pre-contact group’s practices.
Accordingly, [Desautel’s] claim must
fail and he should not be exempt from
the Wildlife Act provisions under
which he was charged.”

other contexts.”
He said his government would
be sitting down with the Sinixt
and Okanagan Nation Alliance, an
intervenor in the case, to discuss
next steps.
And a Kootenay political
anthropologist and scholar said the

decision may not change the ultimate
status of Sinixt rights to the land.
“Sinixt still have no First Nation
government recognized by Canada
and are still precluded from entering
into government-to-government
relationships with BC and Canada,”
continued on page 2

Reaction cautious

Besides initial reactions, not
much has been said by officials since
the ruling. BC’s Indigenous Affairs
Minister Murray Rankin was cautious
in his first comments. While he
called the ruling a “strong decision,”
he told CBC “…the court was very
careful to say that it applied only to
the facts of that [Indigenous hunting
rights] case, and was very reluctant
to speculate about what it means in

Rick Desautel has just won the final appeal of his Sinixt hunting rights case in the Supreme Court of Canada.
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RDCK applies for grant to develop Flood Risk Evaluation Policy
by John Boivin
The RDCK wants to study how
to assess the risk and dangers of
flooding and other hazards to local
residents, and will apply for a grant
to develop a Flood Risk Evaluation
Policy.
“Historic development in the

RDCK has resulted in a number
of communities being at risk to
flooding and/or geohazards. With
the impacts of climate change
anticipated to increase the severity
of events and vastly increase the
frequency of those severe events,
the residents of these communities

Open Sun. 11-3 • 411 Kootenay St, Nelson

are asking what can be done,”
explains Chris Johnson, Manager
of Community Sustainability, in
a report to the RDCK board. “If
future development continues to
occur in a manner that increases
development in hazard areas with
ambiguous rules, the challenge of
building sustainable and resilient
communities will continue to
grow.”
Johnson said a Flood Risk
Evaluation Policy would “remove
ambiguity in the decision making
for approval of development
in hazard areas and provide
transparency on the requirements
a development in a hazard area
must meet in order to be approved.
If successful and applied, the theory
is that the number of homes that
are exposed to higher risks will
become static, and work to mitigate
the impacts when a hazard occurs
becomes finite/achievable.”
The evaluation policy would
review national and international
risk management policies, develop
an ‘interim risk evaluation criteria,’
and engage with stakeholders
before coming back to the board.
Directors waded carefully
into the subject, as some options
would see the Regional District
having to take on new services –
like becoming a diking authority,
managing (and being responsible
for) an unknown number of aging
or about-to-fail water dikes in the
area.
That was Director Andy
Davidoff’s concern, and he said
in a recent case a landowner tried
to make the RDCK responsible for
maintaining a long-forgotten dike

on private property.
“This is a really scary area
for us,” he says. “The Province
has completely abrogated its
responsibility to us. Diking is a
bottomless pit we have to be careful
about getting involved in.”
An application will go in
to the Community Emergency
Preparedness Fund for the project.
If funding is successful, consultants
will be hired to develop the new

policy, which would impact the
floodplain bylaw and Official
Community Plans.
“An effective policy would
reduce future impacts to the
environment by ensuring we are
adapting to it, rather than trying
to adapt it to us. The public will
ultimately be safer, and our first
responders will be exposed to fewer
situations where they are asked to
be at risk,” Johnson said.

continued from page 1
says Lori Barkley. “This also means
there is no mechanism to participate
in the contemporary land claims
process, despite their filing a land
claim decades ago and creating
contention in Sinixt traditional
territory.
“In sum, [the ruling] affirmed
Sinixt Aboriginal rights of Sinixt
living on the Colville Reservation
in the US to use the land, but did not
recognize Sinixt rights to the land
itself, nor to be consulted on what
happens to it regardless of which side
of the border they live.”
And local Sinixt also pointed out
the ruling does not help their legal
status.
“We take note that the Supreme
Court of Canada affirms our ongoing
connection to the land of our
ancestors,” stated Sinixt Smum iem
Matriarch Marilyn James. “However,
it is one thing to acknowledge our
hunting rights in our tum xula7xw
(homeland), and another to accord
us our unceded rights to our land.”
The Desautel case only deals with
Sinixt from the Colville Confederacy
of Tribes as non-residents of BC to
use the land without hunting or other
licenses, James said, something the
Autonomous Sinixt in BC had already
established prior to this case.
“The Colville Confederated
Tribes of the US, who initiated
the Desautel hunting case, have
repeatedly stated that this case
will automatically reverse Sinixt
‘extinction.’ Unfortunately, this is
simply not the case,” she added.

the pandemic fades. He says the
tribal council wants to reach out and
build relations with the region’s First
Nations communities, including ones
who also claim rights to the Sinixt
traditional lands.
“We want to reach out to the
other First Nation reserves in Canada,
because we know we’re not the only
Sinixt – there were others enrolled
in Canada,” he says. “We want to
reach out to them and come together,
and work with other reserves as well
because we want to have a strong
confederacy of our Sinixt people, both
from the US and Canada. So that’s
one of the first things we think about.”
There’s years of work ahead for
both sides, Cawston says. But he
sees the CCT eventually having a
cooperative and productive presence
in the West Kootenay.
“I would expect so… and if
there is anything that impacts natural
resources or the interests of the tribe,
that we do receive notice as early
on as possible, to allow for us to
comment before anything is moved
forward,” he says. “Really looking
at a government-to-government
relationship.
“We’re doing as much as we can
to be a good neighbour… but we
have a long way to go. We don’t want
to come up as a negative force. We
want to be viewed in a way we can
be helpful to each other, in protecting
the environment, doing what we can
to improve water quality, habitat,
anything we can do together.”
Cawston can even see the day
when the CCT has a government
office in the West Kootenay.
“That is a dream of mine and many
of us… we want to work towards
establishing government offices in
Canada… now that our people have
the opportunity to go back and forth.
It opens up opportunity for many of
our people for creating reserve land,
if possible, if we can explore that, and
some of our people can move back to
traditional areas we came from.”

Supreme Court of Canada ruling could
reset Sinixt presence in West Kootenay

Expectations of change

While intervenors and legal
observers differ on the implications
of the Desautel case to wider Sinixt
rights, Cawston says his government
eventually expects to have the
right to weigh in on issues like
resource management, environmental
protection, and the establishment of
reserve lands for the Sinixt.
“Thinking about dual citizenship,
Aboriginal land claims – those are
all things we want to work on in the
future,” he says. “At the same time we
know there are many issues that have
taken place, the protection of natural
resources or archaeological or cultural
sites, ancestral graves sites… things
we want to begin working on as soon
as possible.”
But he cautions that there’s a long
way to go before they get to that stage.
The CCT wants to start off on the right
foot, simply holding a celebration
of the legal victory in Canada once

Working it out

It may take years to work out
just how – or even if -- the US-based
Sinixt can have a legal and political
presence on their traditional lands in
Canada.
The Supreme Court offered
no guidance on that matter. While
outlining the requirement for
government to establish a new
relationship with a non-resident
Aboriginal group, it would only say:
“It is for the parties themselves to
decide how they wish to proceed.”
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COVID quarantines shut down Nakusp Elementary
there. Taylor says children in
unaffected schools should continue
to attend class.
“The encouragement would be
our schools are safe – that’s true,
the provincial and medical health
officers in our area have said that
over and over again. And we will
ensure the deep cleaning is done,
the infection control is done – that’s
already underway. But schools
are safe places, and are always a
reflection of community.”
The school closure was a
reminder of how difficult it is to
contain the coronavirus even as
hundreds of locals received their
COVID-19 vaccinations in the last
week and provincial case numbers
slowly decline.
“Actually, just like the rest of
our community, we didn’t think it
was going to happen here,” says
Taylor. “We know it’s all around
us, and so on, after only three cases
for 13 months in our health region,
we thought we were going to dodge
this one.”

West Koot schools
affected

Nakusp wasn’t alone with the
school-connected incidents of
COVID. A second SD 10 school,
Burton Elementary, also had an
exposure earlier in April, and so did
schools in Kaslo (JV Humphries),
Nelson (Rosemont Elementary),
Crescent Valley (Brent Kennedy),
Castlegar (Stanley Humphries
Secondary), and Trail (JL Crowe
Secondary).
The Nakusp exposures
prompted Interior Health to set up
a mobile testing clinic at the Arrow
Lakes Hospital for anyone who
thought they may have caught the
virus, and is doing contact tracing
in the community.
After dealing with the weeklong crisis, Taylor told the Valley
Voice she’s confident that the
district will endure.
“We’ll get through this; we
always do,” she said. “Our staff
has been absolutely amazing

Vaccine spreading
BC’s vaccination program
continues to gain momentum, and
the Province expects more than a
million doses to be delivered this
month.
Last week, Interior Health
announced it has delivered more
than 260,000 first doses of the
anti-COVID vaccine to its citizens,
and just over 14,000 second doses,
since the first shots arrived last
Christmas.
IH also announced that people
would be able to book to receive
the AstraZeneca vaccine from the
Shoppers Drug Mart in Castlegar,
the first private outlet in the region
to offer the vaccine.
“Interior Health’s immunization
campaign is running at full speed
and I couldn’t be more proud,”
said Interior Health president and
CEO Susan Brown. “We have
immunized more than 35% of
people living in the Interior region

and every dose brings us closer to
wide-spread immunization in IH.”
According to IH statistics, the
number of people vaccinated in
recent clinics are: Nakusp: 1,487;
Silverton: 662; Slocan Park: 591;
Salmo: 1,484; Kaslo: 1,056.
Despite the increasing numbers
of people vaccinated, health
officials say the drive to reach
‘herd immunity’ status will be a real
challenge, given the introduction
of new coronavirus variants and
vaccine hesitancy among some in
the population.
Anyone over 18 is now welcome
to register for a vaccination by
phoning 1-833-838-2323, visiting
the government website (https://
www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/
covid-19/vaccine/register) or
visiting a Service BC office. After
registering, you will be notified
when you have been booked for
getting a shot.

in following the protocols, in
ensuring the children have rich and
thoughtful learning experiences. As
the numbers [of students attending
school] have been shrinking at the
elementary and high schools, we’re
really wanting to come though
this. We’re in this together and
that’s what small communities are
about.”

Area case numbers
remain low

While overall COVID-19 cases
in the Valley Voice readership area
remains reassuringly low, the
numbers spiked recently in the
Nakusp subregion.
In the seven days between
April 18 and 24, the Arrow Lakes
local health area reported five new
cases – more than the previous 13
months combined – and this was
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before the recent cases at Nakusp
Elementary. In the same period,
the Nelson health area had 19 new
cases and the Trail area had 13.
Five new cases were recorded in
Castlegar and one in the Kootenay
Lake area, which includes Kaslo.
The latest numbers issued

before press time Monday showed
106 new cases in the Interior
Health region over the course
of the weekend, with 29 people
hospitalized and 18 in critical care.
Fifteen more BC residents died
from the virus over the three-day
period.

VALHALLA WILDERNESS SOCIETY - 2021
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR TOAD
CONSERVATION STUDY AT FISH LAKE
PHOTO: MARCY MAHR

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
School administrators in
Nakusp have shut down the
community’s elementary school
from May 4 to 16 after some
cases of COVID-19 in the school
community left most of the staff
and students unable to attend
classes. A number of staff and
students have to self-isolate for
14 days.
“In order to support the Nakusp
Elementary School (NES) staff and
students who are currently selfisolating, School District 10 has
decided to close the school for two
weeks due to staffing constraints,”
said a release Monday (May 3)
written by Interior Health (IH).
“In-person classes will resume on
May 17.”
But IH and SD 10 were at pains
to say they were not declaring an
“outbreak” at the school.
“Please note, that this is a
functional school closure and has
not been declared a COVID-19
school outbreak,” said the release.
“Online learning will take place
during this closure period with NES
teachers reaching out to parents and
students in the next few days.”
SD 10 Superintendent Terry
Taylor said with only 27 of 157
students showing up for class
Monday, and more than 75% of
staff and students under orders to
self-isolate, keeping the school
open became unmanageable.
“We’ve been cobbling it
together, trying to make it work,”
Taylor told the Valley Voice. “We
know how important school is to
our families. We’ve been following
every one of the protocols and
making it super-safe, but this has
presented us with a – what’s the
COVID-word? – ‘unprecedented’
situation.”
The elementary school is not
the only impacted institution in
town. The high school has seen
a 50% drop in attendance even
though no cases have been reported
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Adult female Western Toad carrying her eggs across Highway 31A at Fish Lake.
Females typically carry around 12,000 eggs that become toadlets.

Become a “Toad Ambassador” and help toads cross the road

• From late April-July, volunteer for a few nights to spend 2 hours just after
dark moving migrating adult toads to safety off Highway 31A at Fish and
Bear lakes. Help prevent hundreds of toads from being killed while crossing
the highway to breed at Fish Lake.
• In August, volunteer during the day at the Fish Lake rest stop to help
monitor toadlet migration.
Training and honorarium for travel will be provided.
Please contact: Cindy Walker, katakwak@hotmail.com
Marcy Mahr, marcy@netidea.com 250-358-2660

SLOCAN VALLEY AREA “H” RURAL
BEARSMART PROGRAM

Contact Coordinator: Kim Frederiksen
		250-226-6908 kimbfrederiksen8@gmail.com
There are a limited number of $250 cost shares available for electric fencing
for bears in the Slocan Valley.
		
Gillian Sanders, Grizzly Bear Coexistence Solutions
		250-353-1137 grizzlyfencingproject@gmail.com
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that allow the voices of dissent to
Response
be silenced, cannot call themselves
democratic.”
to Heather
Wulf Mense
P i t t e n d r i g h ’s
Winlaw
letter of April 22 Mt. Willet
Ditto.
Daniel Hellyer and Helen Davis
New Denver

Thank you

Thank you for continuing to print
all opinions regarding COVID in
your letters section.
It’s refreshing to know there is
at least one newspaper out there that
still believes in true, investigative
journalism and realizes that both
sides of any story need to be put
forward in a balanced manner.
Keep up the good work.
Jon Burden
Winlaw

No reply

Because I will not reply to
assumptions, name calling, and
censorship speculations.
Instead, I would like you to
read the letter to the editor of the
Castlegar News from Dave Carter.
It’s on page A4 of the Thursday,
April 15, 2021 edition. The title is
‘The risk of censorship.’
I q u o t e D a v e C a r t e r ’s
last sentence: “If statements or
information are untrue, then they need
to be met with reasoned discussion
and debate, not censorship.”
In my view, Dave Carter explains
very clearly how governments and
other institutions today try to push for
their one and only truth, forgetting
the old Latin principle audeatur et
altera pars, listening to the other
side. Could you imagine a court
session where only the prosecutor
has the right to speak and not the
defence lawyer?
I find that our democracy is in
jeopardy, and we are walking on
very thin ice.
Dave Carter states in the
beginning of his letter: “Societies

Every weekday a cavalcade of
logging trucks pass by my house,
sometimes four in a row. Each
truckload makes me wonder what
mountainside is being denuded
for the sake of our gross domestic
product, a yardstick that measures
destruction of ecosystems as a gain.
What we measure as beneficial is a
choice and those choices influence
the policies our governments enact.
An economic system that counts
greenhouse gas emissions, producing
plastic waste, and cigarette sales as
meaningful economic indicators
cannot logically continue forever.
So where do we citizens call a halt
to such destruction?
As someone who joined with
others in the 1970s and 1980s
to create the Purcell Wilderness
Conservancy, I suggest we begin by
including the proposed Mt. Willet
Wilderness as part of the PWC. Look
at a map and you’ll see it is already
surrounded on three sides by the
PWC! Preserving this vital missing
part of the PWC will demonstrate
that we can make choices that focus
on well-being and quality of life.
Please visit https://www.
willetwildernessforever.ca/, become
concerned, write letters, and ensure
that no logging truck carrying Mt.
Willet timber ever passes my house.
Michael Jessen
Nelson North Shore

Liz Ross is not
Lisa Ross

I, Liz Ross, have the same initial and
last name as Lisa Ross, who has written
letters to the editor repeatedly in the
Valley Voice outlining her conspiracytheory beliefs regarding COVID. I also
live in the same small town (Kaslo) and
for the past year, I have been getting

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY

The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news
articles from our readers.
Letters and articles should be no longer than 500 words and may be
edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted material.
Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include your
address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous.
We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms,
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.
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– KASLO HOTEL IS OPEN –

Happy Hour is back! 3 PM–5 PM & 9 PM–10 PM. Drink and
appetizer specials.Open from 12PM Wed – Sun, CLOSED
Mon & Tues. WWW.KASLOHOTEL.COM 250-353-7714

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of the artist.

phone calls and people stopping me on
the street, assuming I am the one writing
the letters. I responded to her initial letter
in the paper last spring, indicating that it
was not written by me and refuting the
inaccurate information contained therein.
I have not responded since because
others have taken it upon themselves to
correct her unscientific beliefs.
Since I was a Public Health Nurse
in Kaslo for 30 years, I am frustrated
that my professional reputation is being
sullied by people opposing wearing
masks and COVID vaccinations and
having people think that I share those
views. Since you have been willing
to publish all the letters that people
submit no matter what their opinions, I
would like to request that you include a
disclaimer with every letter you publish
by Lisa Ross stating that her views are
not the views of Liz Ross BScN (Public
Health Nurse - retired) of Kaslo. Thank
you for your attention to this request.
Liz Ross
Kaslo

Local kudos

Kudos to Rail Trail Society
administrators for getting the repair
done quickly north of the Lemon Creek
train bridge. For an organization that
doesn’t generate its own money like a
conventional business and is faced with

all the governmental bureaucracy and
fundraising, having this done within a
year is impressive to me, and during such
a World Event to boot! Well done! And
it looks well done, too!
Thank you Valley Voice Jan and
Dan et al. for proofreading and printing
all the letters that you have on the topic
of this World Event. I’ve read but a
fraction, but to know everybody in our
community gets a kick at the can through
your privately owned paper warms my
heart. I’ll never expect you to censor any
voices or ideas for me – that is for me to
do. Please continue letting me know what
my neighbours have in their hearts, be it
benevolence, hatred, fear of speaking up
or even conflicted views. We’ve all been
born, in my view, into a world where
the uncovering of our human spirit has
been feared and diminished and we’re all
“trying to get our head from being held
underwater for so long.” Blessings to you
for showing us our brothers and sisters
getting their heads out of the water. There
may be lots of scary stuff to witness but
the more of us out of suppression and
into vitality, the more people at the party!
And kudos to the Winlaw YRB for
yet again being totally on top of our roads
this winter.
Marc Heroux
Slocan
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Take AstraZeneca
at your own risk

Canadians are being jabbed with
a suspect vaccine of AstraZeneca. In
March 2021, a cross-contamination
at Baltimore, Maryland’s Emergent
BioSolutions plant was so bad, 15
million doses were tossed out. Is the USA
using the AstraZeneca vaccine? Not on
your life! The government of Canada
is using it out of sheer desperation.
AstraZeneca is being made by India
and South Korea, since we do not have
the facilities to make even ONE dose of
vaccine for COVID-19.
The FDA carried out a report on
Emergent and found some distressing
news. Emergent did not investigate what
caused the unexplained discrepancies
and contamination that shut them
down. The USA government instructed
AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson to
make the vaccine elsewhere.
The Emergent plant sounds like
a disaster. “There is no assurance that
other batches have not been subject to
cross-contamination,” the report says.
Further, “Components and product
containers were not handled or stored in a
way to prevent contamination”; “written
procedures to assure drug substances are
manufactured at the appropriate quality,
strength and purity are inadequate”; and
employees weren’t properly trained. The
building was not maintained in a “clean
and sanitary condition.” There were
also areas of peeling paint and damaged
wall boards, which would undermine
Emergent’s ability to clean and disinfect
the area.
The FDA and Health Canada can go
on all they want about the batches being
stringently tested – I am not taking it.
Throw out those batches and get real.
Provide Canada with an adequately made
continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
vaccine in a clean facility with properly
trained people. When and if the vaccine is
made to these bare minimum standards,
I will gladly roll up my sleeve for a jab
of vaccine to battle COVID-19.
Nick Chatten
Crescent Valley

Death of
community
watersheds

Why is Box Mountain watershed,
and over 460 community watersheds in
the interior communities of BC slated
for logging? The only water catchment
basins (watersheds) protected from
logging and other industrial development
are the ones supplying the Vancouver
and Victoria areas. Whatever happened
to our charter of rights, democracy and
fairness? Water is our basic need so
why aren’t all community watersheds
protected?
It takes 80 years or more for a
replanted forest to reach a harvestable
state, and because large-scale
reforestation did not begin in BC until
about 30 years ago, it will take another
50 years or more before we can begin to
harvest significant amounts of secondgrowth forest in BC. Suggestions that
we should stop all harvesting of oldgrowth forests in BC simply do not take
into account the fact that such a course
would mean essentially shutting down
the BC forest industry. This would create
an economic crisis with far-reaching
implications for literally all aspects
of social and economic policy in the
province. (Source: Forestry in British
Columbia Canada The Answer Book,
page 16.)
Garth Wiggill, Director Strategic
Initiatives Resource Management
Nelson, stated in his email to me April
19, 2021: “Approximately 48 percent
of the timber harvesting land base in the
Kootenay region is within consumptive
watersheds. If government excluded
these areas from this land base, it would
have devastating impacts on our local
economies and employment.”
BC is now covered in tree farms
which will not be ready to be harvested
for some time, so the only places left
with big trees are the old growth and
our community watersheds. Once again,
the government, forestry and logging
companies put dollars as more important
than sustainability, climate change, and
meeting the basic needs of the people
– water. They are still thinking and
acting as they did in the past. There is
no concern regarding sustainability,
which is meeting the needs of the
present without compromising the ability
of further generations to meet their
own needs. Nor are they interested
in protecting and conserving water
resources and encouraging ways of living
that neither deplete resources nor degrade
environmental quality.
This is the reason our BC
government has chosen not to protect
all community watersheds, as the
community watersheds have become
the last resort to make big money. Look

at how high lumber prices are right now
- it is a gold mine for them. We need to
learn from our peers in Scandinavia who
have the same land mass of forests as BC
and they are very sustainable as well as
profitable.
Barbara Whyte
Nakusp

Centennial Park
Plan misses the
mark

I am a property owner in the
orchard who will be greatly affected by
the changes proposed in the Centennial
Park Master Plan. There seems to be
a disconnect between what is being
planned for Centennial Park, and for the
dyke on the south side of the creek, and
how it fits into the public’s desire for
peace and quiet. The consultants stated
in the Valley Voice that “the take-away
message was to keep the park quiet,
peaceful and natural.”
Yet how does an all-wheels
skills park and other manufactured
playground facilities on the dyke fit this
messaging? The dyke already fits the
take-away message and costs the New
Denver taxpayers virtually nothing to
keep in its present state. It is currently
well used by local residents for quiet
scenic walks free from fences and other
man-made contrivances.
This is not about whether the
kids can have a pump track. The
Village should have investigated and
presented the residents with options
for the location of the track. I can
think of several: Centennial Park itself
(lots of room), the school yard, and
especially the area across from the
recycling depot, which already has a
washroom, as does Centennial Park.
By placing it on the dyke, the Village
is also proposing a new washroom and
a parking lot.
Probably the biggest impact on
the lives of nearby residents, and
people who already use the area for
recreation, is going to be a flood of
people coming to use the pump track
and disc golf course. As a homeowner
near the dyke, every year I experience
enormous crowds of people coming for
the Garlic Festival, May Days and other
celebrations. The dyke is sometimes
used for parking at the large events.
This is part of life here, but it
makes it all the more important to have
some peace and quiet for part of the
year, especially since the Village uses
Centennial Park as a cash cow during
summer months, packing as many
campers as possible into that confined
space, all for the greenback dollar. And
they have already started making it a
playground for kids.
Another example of carelessness as
to the impacts on surrounding residents:
the potential second sani-dump right
across the street from my house and
that of my neighbours. The planning
businesses that gave us this master plan
are partly from Golden and Revelstoke;
perhaps that is why the plan seems
so out of touch with people who live
here and the long-time values of the
whole community towards keeping

our surroundings natural. Maybe New
Denver shouldn’t be like Golden and
Revelstoke.
Taking a grassed-in meadow area
and converting it into a paved roller
coaster pump track is certainly not
maintaining the quiet, peaceful and
naturalness of the dyke. I would like
to know how much this planning
exercise cost. Please Village council,
quit wasting our hard-earned tax money
on short-term frills.
Craig Pettitt
New Denver

And now for
something
completely
different!

I received my ICBC rebate cheque
in the mail recently. While $120 is
infinitely better than a kick in the teeth,
I thought, it is hardly a game-changer
for me financially. I picked up my copy
of the Valley Voice at the same time and
perused it at home.
I must admit to feeling a degree of
anxiety these days when I first peruse the
Valley Voice. The way our community
has become divided regarding COVID
and measures to contain it unsettles me
to no end. So the article regarding a local
business experiencing a “nasty meeting
with anti-mask customers” rattled me and
brought to mind other recent incidents of
this kind, both reported in the press or just
relayed anecdotally.
My first thoughts were “Come
on, people! These businesses and
their employees are just obeying the
regulations! Cut them some slack. If they
don’t comply with the health regulations
they can be fired, fined or shut down.
You can protest rules and regulations
you don’t like lots of other ways!” I felt
really sorry for the business owner and
employees who had to deal with this
unpleasant experience.
What can I do about it, I wondered?
It does not seem that there is any point
in writing another letter to the editor
trying to reason about the issue. Then,
looking at the ICBC cheque, I had an
overwhelming idea that left me feeling
empowered and excited rather than
resigned and despondent.
I am going to use my ICBC rebate
to purchase gift certificates from local
businesses that have impressed me
with their willing compliance with
health regulations. This compliance is
appreciated so much by me who has
been regularly visiting a loved one in
a long-term care facility – to know that
I can safely conduct business in their
establishment without risking bringing
infection into the care facility where it
could have such deadly consequences.
You are going to get my business!
Then, I am going to distribute the
gift certificates to businesses that have
experienced unpleasant incidents such as
the Home Hardware in Winlaw and the
Village Market in Slocan, to randomly
draw from their employees to award a
gift certificate. I may continue to do this
monthly if my finances permit. It seems
a much more positive way to thank
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front-line workers and businesses than
penning another letter to the editor that
falls on deaf ears.
It would be great if any other readers
were motivated to do the same with their
ICBC rebates!
Rory Lindsay
Lemon Creek

Clarification
re: Slocan City
Suites

I am writing to clarify some
information about the Slocan City
Suites (SCS) that appeared in the Slocan
council report in the April 22 edition of
the Valley Voice.
A letter was received by Slocan
council stating that there was a lack
of clarity around the tenant selection
process for SCS. Actually, the tenant
selection criteria are public information
and are explained on the application form
available on the Slocan Valley Seniors’
Housing Society website, or from the
administrative office at Passmore Lodge.
Tenant selection is done by a
committee composed of housing society
board members and staff. The society
built, owns and operates both SCS and
Passmore Lodge.
The Village of Slocan has
no involvement in the operation or
management of SCS.
In order to make the tenant selection
process as transparent and equitable as
possible, the society ensures that the
criteria are applied fairly and with care:
• BC Housing, a government
agency that oversees publicly supported
housing in BC and provided substantial
construction funding for SCS, requires
that applicants be Canadian citizens and
residents of BC for 6 months, be over 55
or disabled, and have low to moderate
incomes.
• The selection committee also
considers if housing at SCS will improve
or noticeably assist with the applicant’s
health and well-being; whether financial
duress will be alleviated; and whether
beneficial family or community ties will
be kept or reunited.
• In addition to submitting a written
application, prospective tenants are
interviewed personally. They are asked
about their current living situation, their
support systems, their ability to live
independently, and what other resources
they have if their application is not
successful.
The selection committee weighs all
of these considerations in making a final
decision, but clearly there will always
be applicants who deserve a unit at SCS
and can’t be accommodated because
of limited capacity. Currently there are
17 applicants, all of whom meet the
qualifications, on the waiting list for
SCS which has a very low turnover rate.
Our society’s mandate is to provide
affordable housing to people in the entire
Slocan Valley. However, residents of
Village of Slocan and its neighbouring
areas make up the majority of tenants
at SCS.
Of the 15 tenants who have lived
at the SCS since it opened, 11 of them
have been from the immediate Village

of Slocan area.
The Village offered the long-term
lease of the property for SCS. The society
deeply appreciates this generosity, and
it was the major factor in the society’s
decision to build in the Village rather
than elsewhere in the valley.
Support and funding assistance
also came from the Province of BC,
the Columbia Basin Trust, Canada
Mortgage and Housing, Heritage Credit
Union, and Slocan Legion, as well as the
hard work and donations of residents,
small businesses, service clubs, and
community groups of the entire Slocan
Valley.
If there are any questions about the
tenant selection process or about Slocan
Valley Seniors’ Housing, feel free to
contact me at chair@svhousing.ca.
Sally Mackenzie
SVSHS Chair

A humble,
human
perspective

As people all around me are
choosing to get vaccinated, I stand firmly
in my decision not to.
This is not intended to try to sway
anyone in one direction or another. I
respect everyone’s choice to do whatever
they want with their bodies.
But I do want to share my
perspective, and let others know they
are not alone.
One thing I’m noticing is how easy
it is to get the vaccine. Just call this
number and there you go. Easy, and
you’re helping others, and helping end
this craziness. Win-win.
I’m also noticing how inconvenient
it is not to get the vaccine. People are
already losing work for their choice not
to get it. There is common talk about not
being able to travel without it. It’s easy to
imagine not being able to shop at certain
stores or to use your credit card without
getting it, in the near future.
I still stand firm. I know I am
consciously choosing what might be
a very inconvenient reality for myself.
I truly applaud people who get
the vaccine for the safety of others.
That intention is noble and should be
respected. We need more generosity and
compassionate acts in this world!
But I think many of us are making a
choice out of social obligation, to fit in,
to look good, or out of mere convenience.
No, I will not do something that
may or may not be extremely harmful
to my body – even if there is a chance of
protecting others. I will not play games
when it comes to my own safety. What
good would that do to others if my body
was seriously harmed by this? Then what
good would I be doing?
If this resonates with you at all, know
that you are not alone. I feel very alone
sometimes, but I know there are so many
out there with me – using their free will
and inner strength to make a very difficult
decision that might put them in a very
difficult situation. You feel a truth in
your heart and it must be honoured and
respected, no matter what anyone tells
continued on page 6
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continued from page 5
you. This is the ultimate test in life, is it
not? And if the truth inside your heart is
telling you to go ahead, get the vaccine,
then good for you! You have an easy
path ahead.
But if you are on the fence, or a

LETTERS

downright ‘no,’ listen to your inner truth.
Be strong.
Amanda Konkin
Nakusp

Alarming news

To many, it has been obvious for a long
time that the DNA-modifying treatment

masquerading as a COVID-19 vaccine
would be an unmitigated disaster for those
who took it. This is why we worked so hard
to get the word out. Not because we are
conspiracy theorists or anti-vaxxers, but
because we see the train coming and want
to warn humanity to get off the tracks. No

We have “One Country, Two Systems”

Decades ago, I was selected to keep the allergens away. It is more been against lockdowns for a very long
to attend Rotary’s “Adventures in responsible of me to wear such a device time. Public Health knows the historical
Citizenship” program. High schoolers rather than take anti-histamines. Putting seduction to lockdown countries has
from every riding were selected to spend on my respirator gives me symptomatic been resisted yet when Public Health
a week inspecting our government in relief and reduces the load on my chose lockdowns, they continue to
Ottawa. All of us were guests at an immune system. And in Spring 2020, I provide zero accountability.
embassy, questioned and conversed could example for others the discipline
As a result, I am perplexed by the
with bureaucrats, visited the floor of for walking around in a mask.
singular development of COVID-19.
the Commons and Senate, and so on.
However, in late Spring 2020 while A century’s worth of medical research
I conversed with my MP, the Deputy I diligently wore and exampled an N95 and technology is seemingly defeated
Prime Minister, in his office. And I medical mask at my desk, my allergy by Sars-Cov-2. The long-term loss of
attended lectures and presentations symptoms slowly built all day. When freedom and dignity are presented as
about our Constitution and our Rights I could not take my allergy symptoms the only reasonable remediation for
and Freedoms. At the end of that any more, I removed the N95 medical COVID-19. A novel, and speedily
week, we were all invited to take the mask, and rummaged for my P100 concocted, gene therapy must receive a
Canadian Oath of Citizenship. As a respirator, and eventually my allergy free pass as the only promoted medicinal
natural born Canadian citizen, I took the symptoms relieved. I wondered why the remediation. Definitions of concepts
path of an immigrant and consciously medical mask, clearly inferior because have altered to fit circumstances;
chose my Canadian Citizenship after my allergens are physically bigger than concepts like “pandemic”, “freedom”,
inspecting what Canada promised. the virus, was being touted when my “asymptomatic”, “immunity”, “cause
Canada promised the Charter of Rights respirator is superior for breathing, of death”, “vaccine”, “case”, “wave”,
and Freedoms to its own citizens and comfort and protection. I know there are “strain”, and “diagnosis” are not used
to the world.
various tradeoffs in choosing masks for as they were previously. There has not
My faithfulness, my bearing a purpose, but the experience made me been an explanation why no medical
allegiance, my observing laws and my accept that by late Spring 2020 too many knowledge from the past hundred years
fulfilling duties, were sworn as the way things about the COVID-19 response even partially applies to the people
that I stand on guard for all of our Rights were non-sensical.
of British Columbia to use other than
and Freedoms. In other words, I swore
Even by then, the global showcase bullying to revoke Rights and Freedoms.
an Oath for Thee.
for scientific reasoning was perverted.
The Province of British Columbia,
I repeat a warning made in 1973. The scientific issues started turning one, refuses to present which science
“You are the product of TV. You are into political issues using science experiments it runs on the People of
delivered to the advertiser who is buzzwords. Important COVID-19 British Columbia and two, refuses to
the customer. He consumes you.” science experiments were corrupted. maintain our Rights and Freedoms while
Almost 50 years later, the Internet The sleuthing for Patient Zero turned performing these experiments. This
finds countless ways to deliver you into geopolitics. Fake science research is on purpose. And regardless of any
and consume you. And when it comes appeared at the right time to damage excuses made for these purposes, I take
to COVID-19, Mass and Social media reputations. Careful if-this-then-that the simpler approach that the immediate
deliver billions of you, billions of us, to statements were trashed by media crisis is that the Province of British
be consumed.
and easily challenged assertions Columbia is unable, or unwilling, to
Here is the problem. No official were celebrated by the media. The abide by any standard of accountability
from the Province of British Columbia public lying. The Big Tech censorship to which generations have worked to
is willing to be accountable to provide appeared from nowhere. The conflicts of hold government. Whatever the causes
me informed consent that the claims interest. The mass manslaughters. Then and outcomes for this situation, my
and decisions involving COVID-19 are riots became expressions of Wellness. working hypothesis is that I live in a
true, valid or appropriate. The Province My Tournament of Truth was not hobbled civilization, and our officials
bullies Obedient Fear and refuses to happening; it was canceled on account prefer to exclude us from its rejuvenation,
provide Scientific Representation. And of governments giving favours to the its defense or its renovation. We are
Mass and Social Media deliver us to participants and the spectators.
encouraged to behave like a population
the Fear and Obedience for which they
Receiving government money or under conquest: we are forbidden to
profit.
essential-worker status does not make gather, shamed into wearing identifiable
Now I would really like to any claim or decision of the Province markers of obedience and forbidden
consciously provide my consent to informed consent. Morally, accepting from participating in the resilience
the COVID-19 emergency which we a gift is accepting the giver. And as and heritage of culture, religion and
are experiencing. I have excellent a result, there are many ways where community.
public and personal justifications to accepting a gift creates unexpected
Although I raise potent topics
demonstrate to the neighbourhood a legal obligations and unexpected legal for peaceful contemplation, they are
commitment to quality science. The relationships. In other words, repaying unacceptable consequences of even
PHO made the call in Spring 2020 and favours to your Dealer has hazards. deeper issues. University propaganda
my household’s mission aligns with None of this changes the fact that no requires Make-Believe be given
the Scientific Method and Wellness official from the Province of British unaccountable equality with Reality.
in many ways. In Spring 2020, I took Columbia is willing, or even compelled, In turn, the graduates expect that their
extremely expensive University Story
actions, made plans and desired to to be accountable.
watch the scientific issues compete in a
In the non-fiction classic “The Times be respected. And as a result, our
Tournament of Truth.
Coming Plague,” the efforts it took to system of governance unaccountably
And when it comes to masks, I keep the AIDS crisis from devolving bends the knee to Make-Believe instead
am a believer! For years, I have been into lockdowns are described. LGBT of our Rights and Freedoms. The way
wearing a respirator with P100 filters, Rights sprouted over the temptation to forward is to uphold our Rights and
even indoors, during spring in order punish AIDS victims. And the WHO has Freedoms.
– Sponsored message by Jason Schroeder –
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one appreciated to what degree the rollout
would also mean disaster for those of us
choosing not to take the shots. The tip of
this iceberg has become apparent recently;
what does the rest bode?
We must emphasize that this is an
experimental treatment. This means it has
not undergone long-term safety studies. If
you accepted this treatment and this was
not stressed to you – if you were not given
information on the risks vs. benefits and
informed that no one really knew how the
treatment would affect you – you have been
the victim of a violation of international
law as set out in the Nuremberg Code
regulating medical experiments. You
should have been told that COVID-19 has
a 99.76% survival rate averaged across age
groups. You should have been told there
are safe, effective treatments that would
have prevented most of the deaths and
that the only reason the shots were given
emergency use authorization is that the
above-mentioned treatments have been
artificially suppressed.
The time has passed for mincing
words. These treatments are harming those
who take them; we have no accurate data
because vaccine-related injuries are so
often not reported or they are recorded as
something else. The estimate, for years, has
been only that around 1% of the injuries
go reported, and most countries have no
accurate reporting system. Calculating that
in, the deaths must already measure in the
hundreds of thousands, and the injuries
and further deaths will happen gradually.
Dr. Sherri Tenpenny has just finished an
e-book detailing the mechanisms of injury,
and they are alarming.
Now we are seeing something
else: extreme fatigue, wild hormonal
imbalances, excess bleeding, and rampant
miscarriages in women who have not taken
the treatment but have had casual contact
with people who have. The mechanism is
unknown but the reports are flooding in
from all over the world. What else may
be happening that we have as yet not
heard about? What might the long-term
effects be on fertility and so much else?
Check alternative platforms for Critically
Thinking with Dr. T. and Dr. P. Episode 44
for the latest as of this writing.
This feels most peculiar. If you have
taken these shots, I forgive you; you didn’t
know what you were doing. I do not have
any judgement because we are all on the
same side and doing our best to do what
we feel is right. Please do your best to stay
away from pregnant women until we have
more data (but don’t expect that “more”
to come from official sources). May God
help us all.
Lisa Ross
Kaslo
The views of Lisa Ross are not the
views of Liz Ross BScN (Public Health
Nurse - retired) of Kaslo.

Sign the petition to
improve accountability
of judges

There is a petition to parliament to
improve the quality and accountability of
judges in Canada. More important than
voting, having a voice in our democracy
creates a society that reflects our values.

All Canadians must sign this petition as
our judicial system is NOT operating
within its constitutional constraints. https://
petitions.ourcommons.ca/en/Petition/
Details?Petition=e-3014
The petition closes on May 7, 2021.
Sign it today. It only takes a minute. Share
this information with all of your friends
and family.
We are promised in the Charter that
justice will be “fundamental” and criminal
trials also “fair and impartial.” Parliament
is supposed to monitor and control the
powers of the judiciary. However, the
responsibility for the oversight of judges
has been delegated to the judges. Read
the information on Wikipedia: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Judicial_
Council
In my personal experience, I presented
to the court the best evidence possible –
the transcript of trial – because a lawyer
created a fraudulent court order. The judge,
protecting the lawyer, personally called up
the plaintiff to the witness stand and asked
for hearsay evidence and “preferred” that
to the transcript.
The Canadian Judicial Council
dismissed the complaint as the “weighing
of evidence.” I reminded them of their
obligations under the Charter but further
communication was ignored, as was my
Freedom of Information Act request. A
final complaint about judges claiming
absolute discretion was called an abuse of
process and the request to have parliament
determine the legality refused.
I made a Charter of Rights complaint
and appealed to parliament as the only
“court of competent jurisdiction” to
provide the necessary checks and balances
for abuse of powers of the judiciary. The
Attorney General’s office ignored the
appeal and ignored follow-up emails until
I made a complaint to the Prime Minister’s
office, which resulted in this reply: “We
do not provide legal advice to the general
public.”
Canadian judges claim to be above
the law and not subject to the Charter
of Rights. This is not a position that
can be held in a democracy. Claims for
absolute power have resulted in human
rights abuses for thousands of years. The
judiciary will not back down on this issue
unless the people of Canada stand together
and firmly refuse their services. We need
a legal system in Canada that reflects the
values of the Charter of Rights and the
needs of Canadians. Sign the petition now.
That is the minimum participation required
to uphold OUR institutions to OUR values.
The Rule of Law means that the
law applies equally to everyone. No one
is above the law. Our politicians, police
officers, lawyers and judges and wealthy
and poor individuals must all obey the law.
Sign the petition NOW. https://
petitions.ourcommons.ca/en/Petition/
Details?Petition=e-3014
Write a letter to your MP requesting
that the Rule of Law be applied.
Speak out. Protest immediately. If you
require more information contact me
at fundamentaljustice@gmail.com. If
you want to see the documents that
I refer to, they are available at www.
fundamentaljustice.com
Trevor Holsworth
New Denver
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Return of the Nakusp Music Festival? One man is giving it a go…
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
A Nakusp man wants to bring
back the village’s legendary music
festival – in a somewhat more modest
form.
Tyrell Jordan says enthusiasm is
growing for the idea.
“We’re putting a proposal together
for the Village council to allow us to
do it on the Village’s property… it’s
not like we’re just running amok and
hoping we throw a ‘Hail Mary’ pass
and hope it’s going to happen,” he
says. “You plan this correctly, it’s
going to be a go.”
Jordan moved from New Denver

to Nakusp last fall. Having built a
sound studio in his home and hosting
a show on local community radio,
he’s found himself knee-deep in the
village’s music scene.
And he hasn’t stopped hearing
about how great the old music festival
(which ran between 2004 and 2011)
was every summer.
“People immediately started
talking to me about the music festival
that used to happen here, and the
possibility of starting it up again,”
he recalls. “It was phenomenal – I
only caught the last one, because I
was living in the East Kootenay at
the time – but the financial feasibility

for the community is just not there, at
least not right now.”
While it never was really a
financial success – and he’s not
exactly sure why – he thinks this
might be the time to try again, at least
on a somewhat smaller scale.
“We’re erecting a stage in town,
and now we’re looking at more
affordable acts,” he says. “So what
we’re looking at is instead of having
two or three days of eight or nine
bands a day, we’re looking at getting
in one or two bands at a time, and
have maybe four or five great concerts
throughout the summer months.”
Jordan has spoken with the Society

by Jan McMurray
A Rosebery couple is upset after
discovering the theft of their canoe,
two sets of paddles, a can of diesel
fuel and a large funnel from their
carport. The theft happened the night
of Tuesday, April 13 in Rosebery, just
north of New Denver.
“When we looked out into the
carport on Wednesday morning,

my husband said, ‘Oh, the canoe is
gone!’ He and our neighbour went
out to have a look,” said Rosebery
resident Dale Cain.
Cain says the canoe had been
secured to the carport rafters with
rope, and the thieves burned the rope
to free the canoe.
The couple was at home Tuesday
night, and Cain says they didn’t

hear anything suspicious. The only
possible evidence they found was
two sets of footprints – one large
and one small – going down their
driveway and out to the highway.
“I would have heard a truck
outside the house, so they must have
carried the canoe and other things out
to the highway,” she said.
The canoe was a 14-foot red
Frontiersman.
The theft was reported to the
RCMP. Cain said she wants residents
of Rosebery and the whole area to be
aware of the thefts, and encourages
people to report these types of
incidents.
“I advise people to lock their
doors and be on the lookout, and to
report thefts and suspicious activity
to the police,” she says. “The more
we all know, the better.”

Canoe theft in Rosebery

BC Hydro plans upgrades in
Rosebery and Edgewood
by Jan McMurray
BC Hydro is upgrading its power
lines in Rosebery and Edgewood
from single-phase to three-phase
lines. Work is expected to begin
in late summer or fall and to be
completed by March 30, 2022.
“As communities grow and
their demand for power increases,
we make improvements to meet
the need,” said BC Hydro’s Jen
Walker-Larsen. “These projects
will increase the amount of power
that can be delivered by the line to
meet peak customer load, improve
reliability of service, and improve
power quality.”
A BC Hydro letter sent to
residents of Rosebery and Edgewood
says several planned outages will be
necessary over the course of the
projects. More information will be

coming as it becomes available.
In Rosebery, approximately 1.7
kilometres of single-phase line will
be upgraded, and nine new poles
will be installed along Hwy 6. This
will involve relocation of a section
of the line.
“We are moving a section of
the line to improve access for our
crews,” Walker-Larsen said. “This
makes it easier for them to maintain
the system and restore outages. The
line relocation work will install nine
new poles along Hwy 6.”
She said three poles in Rosebery
that hold Telus lines will be
transferred to Telus.
In Edgewood, 2.4 kilometres of
single-phase line will be upgraded
to three-phase, and almost half a
kilometre of new three-phase line
will be constructed.

for Nakusp Community Events, and
toured a potential festival space near
the park with Mayor Tom Zeleznik
and other members of the society. He’s
found out about an old pre-made stage
that can be reassembled in an area
behind the arena, near the skatepark.
“It actually backs on where the
music festival was, but not in quite
the same place,” he says. “There’s a
little hill that kind of acts like a small
amphitheatre.”
Jordan says there’s a lot of
planning, community organizing,
fundraising and volunteering needed
before the reworked festival can
resume. But he thinks it could mean
big things for Nakusp.
“There are people still coming
here for the summer, even though
the music festival isn’t happening
anymore, because it was happening,”
he says. “We are really having a boom
now, our community… people want
out of the city, and they see smaller
communities that have good internet,
a good grocery store, arena, great
schools… we’re seeing a massive
influx of population.
“So when you have an event like
this, it will draw people not only from
the community but from other parts of
the Kootenays as well.”
Jordan is now putting a proposal
together to gauge council and
community support, and hopes to
present it to the Village council

at an upcoming meeting. He’s
also committed to supplying the
foundation for the stage and his
masonry company’s materials and
manpower to make it happen. He’s
also convinced other local companies
to donate to the cause.
“I’m a motivated guy,” he says.
“I’m personally on the hook to help
erect the stage. I’m all in.”
Jordan says he’s confident there
could be concerts in town as soon
as this summer. To turn it into an
ongoing annual event, he says, will
need a more robust organization of
volunteers.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

Professional haircuts &
styles for one & all.
Clean, comfortable
home setting in the
Slocan Valley.
Flexible days and hrs.
By appointment only pls.
For more info
call 250 226 6833
Covid Regulations Followed.

Hike for
Hospice

Sunday, May 16, 2021
Come join the festivities and
celebrate our 30th Anniversary!
Local musicians and refreshments along the route.
Dogs allowed on leash.
Please visit our website or Canada Helps to register
your team and collect pledges and donations.
The hike starts on the Pavilion grounds with 10:30 to
12:30 staggered start times. Event ends at 3:00 pm.
And remember COVID protocol. Come individually
or in your bubble please.
See you there!
If anyone is available to set up at 9:30 am or clean
up at 3:00 pm, it would be most appreciated.
Thanks.
newdenverhospice.com
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RCMP clarifies enforcement on non-essential travel
by Chief Superintendent Dave
Attfield
Deputy Criminal Operations
Officer, Core Policing
BC RCMP
Earlier this month, the BC
provincial government announced
a ban on non-essential travel
between three regional zones in
British Columbia, and authorized
police to conduct road checks
on travel corridors between the
regions.
The checks, as outlined
in the provincial government
announcement, are specifically
intended to help limit nonessential travel in order to slow

the spread of COVID-19 in our
communities. The emphasis will
be on informing travellers of the
order, identifying whether or not
the purpose for travel is essential
as listed in the order, and providing
every opportunity for travellers
to turn around voluntarily. It is
anticipated that the vast majority
of travellers will voluntarily
comply, minimizing the need for
enforcement.
These checks will be conducted
by a dedicated team and will
not reduce police service in the
communities which we serve.
All police personnel and partner
agencies taking part in the checks

will be following COVID-19
protocols to ensure the safety of
everyone.
Signs placed well ahead of the
road checks will warn travellers
and provide them the opportunity
to safely turn around if the purpose
of their travel in not essential.
As outlined in the provincial
announcement, the BC RCMP
will not be conducting random
checks of vehicles or persons.
Enforcement will only occur at the
designated road check locations
on Highways #1, #3, #5, and #99
near to the boundaries between
the combined Coastal and Fraser
Health Regions and the combined

Northern and Interior Health
Regions. When a road check is
active, a notification will also be
made on the BC RCMP website
and social media channels.
In preparation for the upcoming
checks, we would ask the public
to review the restrictions and
provisions that the provincial
government has issued, and to
avoid non-essential travel between
the Lower Mainland/Fraser Valley,
Vancouver Island, and Northern/
Interior regions.
We recognize that these checks
will impact traffic flow and could
potentially lead to delays. Leading
up to the May long weekend we
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encourage everyone to revisit
their plans and limit travel outside
of their community. By working
together, we will help to slow the
spread of COVID-19 and return
to normal seasonal travel more
quickly.

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
May 14,
2021

Thank you for supporting your local businesses!
The key to a thriving local economy throughout the pandemic and always

NAKUSP & AREA
Bon Marche Dollar Dollar

Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit. Cleaning
protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance. Please wear a
mask in store.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd.

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kim’s Kustoms

Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012

Nakusp Glass

Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakglass@telus.net

Nakusp Taxi

Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty

Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 4:30 pm with COVID-19 safety precautions in place.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay

Mon-Sat, 9 am - 5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the rear entrance (in alley) of the shop. No
appointments are necessary for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and lounge
area is currently closed.
All 2019 bikes are on sale.
For all inquiries, call us as (250) 265-3332, email: info@shons.ca, website:
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay.

Save-On-Foods

Open 8 am - 7 pm daily. Max customer limit in place. Please shop individually.
Bottle returns - up to 2 dozen max.
250-265-3662. Store Manager: Kira, Asst. Manager: Ryan

Studio Connexion Art Gallery

Open by appointment or by chance Tues-Sat 11 am-4 pm
250-265-8888; 203 Fifth Ave NW, Nakusp

Eagle Small Motors and Repairs

Monday 4-6 pm; Tuesday-Thursday 9 am-6 pm; Friday-Saturday 9 am-5 pm.
250-265-4911

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo

Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com

Angry Hen Brewing Company

Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week!
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.

Cornucopia

Now open Mon-Sat, 9:30 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

JB’s Pub & Restaurant

Open Thurs-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.

Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

Jones Boys Boats

We are open for business!
www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats

Kaslo Hotel

Open! Pub 12 pm Wed – Sun, Closed Mon & Tues. Wing Wednesday every
week from 3 pm – Only $9/pound. Front desk 8 am – 11 am & 3 pm - 8 pm for
check-in and reservations. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714;
kaslohotel.com; Facebook

Kaslo Husky

Open Mon-Fri, 5 am-8 pm; Sat 6 am-8 pm; Sun 7 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

Kaslo Community Pharmacy

Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Kaslo Mechanical

Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends.
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.
Open
kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Raven’s Nest

Open: Tuesday to Saturday, 11 am – 4 pm; Closed Sunday & Monday. Cool
Spring/Summer ‘21 fashions from Nomads, Abaka, and OÖM – Message
Factory have arrived, our bookshelves are brimming, and as always we’ve got
lots of unique items from Japan. Thanks for shopping local – we hope to see
you soon! 250.358.2178; RavensNestBC@gmail.com; RavensNestBC.com;
and on Facebook.

Wilds of Canada Cycle

Bicycle sales and service
Open Thurs-Fri, 10 am-5 pm
Drop-off service for bicycle repairs. Call for appointment: 250-358-7941

Valley Voice

Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca, www.valleyvoice.ca

Kootenay Kustoms Auto Repair

Open Mon-Friday 10-5 Please call before coming up
250-358-2121 • rich@krazykustoms.ca

SILVERTON

Silverton Building Supplies

Open Monday-Saturday 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Hand sanitizer is provided. Please observe distancing.
We look forward to serving you!
250-358-2293

Silverton Camp Cafe

Under new ownership! Everything fresh baked daily.
Spring hours Wednesday-Saturday 9:30-2:30
Sunday 10-2
780-660-3784

SLOCAN

Sunnyside Naturals

Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667

Woodbury Resort

Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

Village of Slocan – Office, Library, Clinic, Fitness Centre

Village Office open – Masks Mandatory. Library open (Thursdays 1-5pm,
Sundays 11am-3pm) - COVID protocols in place; masks mandatory; take out
service available. Clinic open – Nurse Practitioner, Acupuncture - COVID
protocols in place; masks mandatory. Fitness Centre temporarily closed.

Slocan Village Market

SLOCAN VALLEY

Open. Limiting number of customers in the store. Providing gloves and masks
to shoppers.
We are accepting orders by phone for pick-up for those who prefer not to
enter the store. We are also offering delivery services on a weekly basis.
250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

Glacier View Service

WINLAW

New Denver Community Pharmacy

The Botanical Dispensary Open Thursday – Saturday, 12-4. Limit of one client
in the shop at a time.
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or by phoning 250226-7744 for pick-up using our safe pick-up guidelines. We offer a $10 local
ship rate and all local orders over $75 are shipped free. We ship once weekly.
Our online shop is https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/
• Colleen Emery, RHT (CHAofBC) is conducting all client consultation online
or via the phone. Priority is for acute cases, new clients are welcome.
• All classes have moved online at this time.

NEW DENVER
Open 7 days, 8 am - 6 pm
250-358-2445

Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-2524, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.
com (please use reference “NDCP”)
309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

New Market Foods

Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can
with others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills.
If you are self isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your
shopping for you and have it delivered to you or you can pick it up.
You can call the store at 250-358-2270 or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to
place your orders.

Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and
Teaching Centre

Mama Sita’s

Open for dine-in, take-out, delivery & Outdoor seating. 8 am-8 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

It pays to advertise in the Valley Voice!!!
Call toll free 1-833-501-1700 for details
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Microhydro project and new water system show up in Slocan’s budget
by Joanne Feenstra
The five-year financial plan and
tax rate bylaws were adopted by
Slocan council at the public budget
meeting on April 26.
Two large capital projects on
the horizon for the Village are a
new water system and the Springer
Creek microhydro project. In 2021,
$500,000 is budgeted to start planning
for the hydro project, with major work
scheduled for 2022-23.
Starting in 2023, the five-year
financial plan shows expenses
of over $70,000 per year for the
revitalized Springer Creek hydro
project. Gordon stated that council
is currently exploring options to
continue with the project, such as
partnership agreements with existing
hydro providers. The municipality
received a $2.4 million grant as
a two-thirds contribution towards
building a hydro project on Springer

Creek but the project was put on the
backburner when BC Hydro cancelled
its Standing Offer program in 2019. At
that time, consultations with interested
agencies, including impacted First
Nations, had been completed and it
was anticipated that the project could
contribute $300,000, before debt
serving, into the municipal coffers
annually.
Also in 2023, the financial plan
shows a proposed expenditure of
almost $5 million for the new water
system for the municipality. The
current system on Gwillim Creek
uses a membrane filtration system,
which needs to be replaced every
5-8 years at a cost of $140,000 –
double the original estimate given
to the municipality during the preconstruction phase. CAO Michelle
Gordon stated that production of
this membrane may be discontinued
in the future. Further, with climate

change and landslides on the creek, the
Gwillim Creek water supply system
may prove to be unsustainable.
Gordon stated that a year’s worth
of water testing has been completed
on Slocan Lake to ascertain if the
lake is a viable source of potable
water, and the results are positive. It
is possible, she said, that land at the
previous sawmill site could be utilized
for a new water system. Other water
source possibilities include the aquifer
below Slocan Village or Slocan River.
Springer Creek has been ruled out
because it contains too many heavy
metals, due to past mining further up
the creek.
In 2021, approximately $8,000 will
be taken from general revenue to pay
interest on the $845,000 loan incurred
when the municipality purchased the
sawmill site in 2020. Interest on the
five-year loan is currently floating
at under 1% and at the end of five

by Kathy Hartman
• It seems that Catherine Allaway
is no longer working at the Village of
New Denver. At the council meeting,
Darrell Garceau was appointed acting
corporate officer and was added to the
list of authorized signers and users
for the Village’s KSCU accounts;
Allaway was removed from the list.
Neither council nor Garceau
would provide any information on
staffing issues at the meeting.
Allaway worked at the Village
office as corporate officer for many
years. She was appointed chief
administrative officer, corporate
officer and deputy chief financial
officer on December 10, 2019. Her

job is now being advertised.
• Nineteen out of 25 projects
were recommended for Columbia
Basin Trust’s Community Initiatives
Program funding. The adjudication
panel was composed of Councillors
John Fyke and Colin Moss and four
residents (Steve Deakoff, Debbie
Dubinsky, Nadine Stefan, and Bob
Thomas). The 19 applications for
funding total $43,699.80 – just
$15.20 short of the full amount of
available funds. The full list can be
found on the Village website in the
April 27 agenda package.

by Jan McMurray
• Council decided on its
recommendations for Columbia Basin
Trust Community Initiative Program
funding. Silverton had $35,864 available,
and was asked for $41,112. Council
decided to recommend funding most
projects at 85% and three projects at
100%, resulting in a total of $33,762
in grant money going to community
projects. The three organizations
recommended to receive 100% of
what they asked for indicated that their
projects could not move forward without
full funding. These were Nakusp Ski
Club ($5,000 to replace the T-bar at
Summit Lake Ski Area), Slocan Lake
Early Learning Society ($150 for play
area bench replacement) and Slocan
Lake Garden Society ($300 for website
renewal).
The RDCK board will vote on the
recommendations at its May meeting.
• Council adopted the budget and
tax rate bylaws, which will increase
the average homeowner’s municipal
taxes by $17 this year. The owner of
a $294,000 home will pay $861 in
municipal taxes, plus $545 for water and
$145 for garbage, plus provincial taxes.
Municipal taxes account for 42% of a
Silverton resident’s total tax bill. School
taxes account for 35%, RDCK taxes
account for 16%, and the rest is police,
regional hospital and BC Assessment

Authority taxes.
Silverton’s revenue this year totals
$1,332,000. Only about $170,000 of this
comes from tax dollars. The bulk of it –
almost $1 million – comes from grants.
Expenses total $1,278,000. The
difference between revenues and
expenses ($54,000) will fund capital
projects and reserve funds. The budget
includes $317,000 in capital projects,
including a $50,000 reservoir tank
agitator for the water system.
Other capital projects include
campground redesign ($40,000), Village
office renos ($60,000), urban forestry
plan ($20,000), emergency generator
($65,000), bear-proof cans ($28,000)
and a technology upgrade ($9,000). The
tech upgrade includes Chromebooks for
mayor and councillors, an iPad for the
campground attendant, and an easier
to use and more robust system overall.
The purchase of a commercial stove
for Memorial Hall is being postponed.
Acting Mayor Leah Main explained
in an interview that the Village doesn’t
anticipate the hall being available for
public use in the immediate future, and
a new stove would cost about $30,000.
“We will continue to try to source a
replacement stove, hopefully for 2022.”
Main also said Public Works will
look at building some boat racks rather
than purchasing them. There is $4,000
budgeted for this.

Internment Memorial Centre are
scheduled to begin this spring, thanks
to $385,354 in funding from the
Community Economic Recovery
Infrastructure Program (CERIP),
announced last fall. The centre’s 2021
operational plan was accepted by
council. Upgrades include repairing
damage to building envelopes,
replacing the failed fire suppression
system, rebuilding the boardwalk
and damaged concrete hardscaping,
restoring the Japanese garden, and
updating existing kitchen facilities.
Before restoration work can
begin, a conservation assessment is
required as part of the CERIP funding
contract. Council voted to apply
for a grant to the Heritage Legacy
Fund to help fund the conservation
assessment; Columbia Basin Trust
has recently agreed to contribute
$5,000. The funding would be used to
hire a heritage consultant to perform a
conservation assessment and develop
a maintenance plan at the NIMC.
Council also agreed to apply for
a $1,500 grant from the National
Association of Japanese Canadians
to offset the anticipated revenue loss
this year from the travel restrictions
in BC due to the pandemic.

New Denver council, April 27: Acting corporate officer appointed

Nikkei Internment
Memorial Centre news

• Many upgrades at the Nikkei

Silverton council, April 28: CBT
grant decisions and budget approval

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

years, the loan needs to be repaid or
rolled over.
In 2020, Slocan used $60,000
of the $262,000 in COVID SafeRestart funding to make up lost
operations revenue. Some of the future
COVID-related expenditures could
include setting up online payments
for the campground and revitalizing
municipally managed washrooms to
reduce contact.
The Village Slocan experienced a
19% increase in residential assessments
and 16% in commercial assessments.
For comparison, Nelson’s residential
assessments increased only 5%.
The 2021 budget has a 3% tax
increase. An average homeowner
in Slocan with a home valued at
$196,000 can expect to pay $715 in
municipal taxes this year – up about

9

$20 from last year. Over and above
municipal property taxes, water in
Slocan costs $502 and garbage $135.
Municipal taxes account for 44%
of the average Slocan resident’s total
tax bill. RDCK taxes account for 26%
and school taxes account for 24%.
The remainder is for police, hospital
and BC Assessment Authority taxes.
The total 2021 tax bill for the average
Slocan resident is estimated at $1,636.
Slocan’s revenue is $2.2 million
this year, including $1.2 million in
potential grants for capital projects.
Municipal tax revenues make up only
7% of the Village’s budgeted revenue
for 2021.
Expenses come to $810,000. The
revenue over expenses will pay down
debt, fund capital projects, and go into
Village reserves.

VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

Village Office Hours

With the COVID-19 situation ever-evolving, we are asking the
public to avoid unnecessary drop-ins at the Village office in order
to reduce the risks of spreading the virus within our community.
Please call or email first should you have any questions or require a service, and our staff can determine how we can assist
you. Thank you for your cooperation.

9:00 AM – 1:00 PM BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
1:00 PM – 4:00 PM OPEN TO PUBLIC

Home Owner Grant Applications

Starting May 1st, 2021 Home Owner Grant (HOG) applications
are to be made directly to the Province of BC.
Program eligibility remains unchanged; however, municipalities
are NO LONGER accepting applications for the HOG. Learn
more & apply: www.gov.bc.ca/homeownergrant or Phone
1-888-355-2700.

Campground, NIMC & Reading
Centre Open

Centennial campground is open for the season as of May 1.
Public washrooms in Centennial Park are now open to campground and day-use visitors.
The Nikkei Internment Memorial Centre (NIMC) is also open to
visitors daily, 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM until September 30.
The Reading Centre is scheduled to open starting May 4th.
Hours of operation are Tuesday 1:00 – 4:00 PM, Wednesday
5:00 – 9:00 PM, Thursday 1:00 – 4:00 PM and Sunday 1:00
to 3:00 PM.
Please note that current Public Health Orders are in effect until
May 25, 2021. Know before you go and check the BC government websites for COVID-19 restrictions. If you are visiting us,
please follow COVID-19 related signage and practice physical
distancing.

Outdoor Burning Reminder

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome

Residents of New Denver are reminded that outdoor burning
is regulated within the Village of New Denver. Permits are
required for all outdoor fires except cooking fires contained
within a barbecue pit or fire pit having a surface area not greater
than four (4) square feet; or within a manufactured gas, coal
or electric barbecue.

1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley

Free burning permits are available from April 1st to May 15th and
from September 30th to November 15th. For more information
please contact the Village Office during the hours listed at the top
of this notice. Council thanks all residents for their cooperation.

250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca
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School District 10, April 20: Prime contractor hired for daycare project
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Arrow Lakes School District 10
Superintendent Terry Taylor had some
good news for school trustees in her
April 20 report to the board.
She told them they had made some
real progress on capital projects – most
notably, the construction of a daycare
centre attached to Nakusp Elementary.
“It’s great news we received seven
competitive bids for the childcare
centre,” she said, indicating that
Cormac Projects from Calgary was
awarded the tender.
They bid $1,884,330 for project
construction.
“That is excellent – it keeps us on
project budget and we’re excited about
that,” she told trustees.

Terry Curtis
Simpson
1959-2021

Kathy Veregen and
the Simpson family
wish to thank the
friends of Terry
for their expressed
condolences of his
passing. It is much
appreciated.

Taylor says Cormac will begin
work over the next couple of weeks
and has indicated they could have
the bulk of the job completed within
24 weeks, or six months, of breaking
ground.
“They plan to start assembling
equipment in the first week of May,”
she says.
Cormac promised in its bid that
local contractors would be used as
much as possible.
“Local meaning within the region,
so I’ve asked for a list of all those
contractors to be able to report to the
board and public,” she says. “But this
is really great news. We’re getting near
the exciting part – the planning is over.”

Other projects

But it’s not the only project that’s
going to be seeing work crews in the
school district. Taylor says the district
was able to procure commitments for
three other big capital projects.
The biggest is a $980,000 project
at NES under the School Envelope
Program (SEP) for an exterior wall
system for greater energy efficiency,
and the renovation of an existing
school space and demolition of the
Strong Start portable.
“[Operations Manager Art Olson]
and I were able to approach the
ministry and look at the enrolment
and actual figures and data around
the existing building footprint, and
were successful in getting almost
an additional million dollars for this
addition, so that’s very exciting,” she

told trustees. Work has started drawing
up preliminary plans with an architect.
Burton Elementary will have its
20-year-old roof replaced and solar
panels installed, at a cost of about
$400,000; while Nakusp Secondary
will see a half-million dollar project
this year to upgrade the HVAC
boiler system for “greater energy
conservation for heating and cooling.”
Taylor said the current situation
is a far cry from the situation a few
years ago.
“There were many years in my
leadership with the district where
there were no capital funds for small
districts, so the support of small rural
schools in the last three to four years
has made an immense difference to our
buildings,” she said.

Budget in black

The school district has a spending
problem. But it’s a good one to have:
they haven’t been spending too much,
they’ve been spending too little.

Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
Shelly Woolf explained the district’s
spending – which is monitored on a
monthly basis – shows the district has
spent 62% of its budget by this point
in the school year. Last March, they
were at 70%.
“As a result, we’re sitting at an
unrestricted surplus for March of
$853,206,” she told trustees. “Last
year – same time – it was $257,000, so
that’s like a $600,000 increase.”
She says there are multiple reasons
for the underspending, which is
occurring in every department.
For example, improvements made
in building maintenance the last few
years have cut regular maintenance
needs, and big capital projects that
are underway have seen some regular
maintenance projects put off. Savings
have been realized in transportation
because of dropping fuel prices. In
instruction, the dozens of cancelled
school trips because of COVID-19

have resulted in savings.
Wolff said the unrestricted surplus
will serve the district well as it goes
into the new school year in the fall.

Scholarship fund boost

The school district’s scholarship
fund is going to get an extra boost
this year. Woolf told trustees that for
years, a $31,000 account set aside by
the district has funded annual student
scholarships by generating interest.
“It’s an endowment fund that
provides interest, and the interest
provides the annual amount for the
district scholarship that is given out
each year,” she says. However, with
rates dropping because of COVID,
there’s not enough in the fund to cover
the regular scholarship commitments.
To make it up for this year, she
recommended the board take $5,000
from its extra unreserved funds surplus
(see above) and apply it to this year’s
scholarship fund. Trustees agreed and
quickly passed the resolution.

SD 10 trustees use budget surplus to protect
popular school services
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Judicious use of a good portion of
the current budget surplus will protect
some favourite programs in School
District 10 for the next year, say trustees.
“We have maintained small class
sizes and the music program, which
is what parents really wanted, besides
not taking away anything from student
learning in the district,” said board chair
Christine Dixon.
The Arrow Lakes School District
board passed its annual budget in late
April, calling for $11.17 million in
spending for children’s education in
2021-22.
“The board and district are happy
in this 2021-2022 budget to be able to
maintain the high-quality teaching and
learning that our parents and students
depend on,” Superintendent Terry
Taylor told the Valley Voice. “Our budget
allows us to continue strong outdoor
learning and environmental education
programs, success for Indigenous
learners, support for students with
diverse learning needs, mental health
supports and universal food program.”
Trustees said they heard from
citizens in a series of public consultations,
and there was “overwhelming support”
for protection of fine arts and applied
skills learning for all students.
“We heard about the music program
in every consultation we did,” said
Trustee Steve Gascon. “So those extra
curriculars and extra things were a big
part of it. I think using the surplus and
going with the budget we did really
communicates that we are committed
to the learning of the kids – and not just

the core reading, writing and arithmetic
– but the holistic educational journey.”
Trustees voted to use $490,000
of their over $850,000 budget surplus
to support those programs and other
electives, and to cover cost increases
like salaries, which are going up by 2%
this year.
“What this budget proposes is that
there are no cuts to services to children,”
said Taylor. “By using surplus funds
to keep the focus on deep learning for
our kids and building the professional
capacity of our staff, the board has made
a wise investment in what matters most:
our children and youth.
The operating surplus has been
growing for several years, but saw
a real boom in the last 12 months as
COVID disrupted things like school
transportation, maintenance programs
and school trips, lowering the district’s
operating expenses.
“Using the amount of surplus the

board decided on is good strategy, and
with the uncertain conditions we are
all facing, and the consultative process
[told us] everything was working well
at the district and a lot of the participants
commented they wanted status quo,
so that was brought into play for the
final recommendation,” said Assistant
Secretary-Treasurer Shelly Woolf.
Woolf said the way the board
has decided to spend its surplus is in
accordance with Ministry of Education
financial policy. She also noted the draft
budget was forwarded to the ministry,
and passed a preliminary review by
ministry staff.
The Province sets the school tax
rates by determining the total amount
of revenue to be raised by school taxes
in each school district. Residential
taxation rates are calculated based on
the total number of residences in the
district and the total assessed value of
the residences.

by Joanne Feenstra
Slocan council met on April 27
to allocate Columbia Basin Trust
Community Initiative Program funding.
The program was undersubscribed
this year, so $11,378 will be held over
to next year.
Most applicants will be
recommended to be fully funded.
The Slocan Lake Golf Club asked
Slocan for $4,100 towards its $38,600
golf course upgrades project, but will
be recommended for $1,100. Two
applications from outside the area will
not get funding from Slocan: Rossland
Gold Fever Follies and Wynndel

Community Centre.
Another application that won’t be
funded is from the Slocan Waterfront
Society, for $800 towards its $1,600
project to study the feasiblity of bringing
Springer Creek to fish bearing status.
This application generated quite a bit of
discussion at the meeting. Mayor Lunn
stated that the municipality shares a
mutual vision with the Slocan Waterfront
Society and that council was not saying
no to the idea, just to the timing. Council
felt it premature to approve the project
before the OCP update process and
community consultation for the mill site
takes place.
Councillor Perrier said this is a longterm project that is already underway
by the municipality, and the short-term
funding requested by the society may not
be relevant, depending on what happens
in the future. She suggested setting up a
meeting with the society.
In the end, Slocan approved $33,967
worth of funding for community projects.
They were asked for $38,841.73. The
CBT grants will be finally approved at
the RDCK meeting this month.

Slocan council approves CBT grants
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Kootenay Lake lakeshore regulations under review by RDCK
by Jan McMurray
The Regional District of
Central Kootenay (RDCK)
hosted two workshops last
week to launch a review of its
regulations for the Kootenay
Lake lakeshore. About 20
people attended each.
“We see development
all along the shoreline of
Kootenay Lake,” RDCK
Planner Corey Scott said

at the April 27 workshop.
“Can we better protect it? Are
we doing what we can? Are
we capturing communities’
values and concerns?”
Scott said it is important to
protect the riparian area – the
typically 30-metre-wide strip
of land around a watercourse
– as it is important for wildlife,
vegetation, water quality and
fish habitat.

When working in or near
Kootenay Lake or any other
watercourse, Scott said there
are regulations to be aware
of at the local, provincial and
federal government levels.
He said provincial and
federal governments regulate
the land and water below the
high-water mark, and local
governments regulate the land
above the high-water mark.

by Jan McMurray
RDCK Area D Director
Aimee Watson has finished
her round of ‘Planning 101’
meetings with interested North
Kootenay Lake communities.
This could be the beginning of
“years of conversations,” she
says.
“If we decide to go zoning
in some of the communities,
it won’t happen until 2023 or
2024,” she said. “We can tailor
it to each community, so that’s
amazing, but that requires a
lot more conversation. Should
we go down that road, I want
consensus, and that takes a lot
of conversations to get it right.”
Watson hosted a series of
online meetings last month,
starting with a general
‘Planning 101’ session for all
Area D residents, and moving
on to sessions with specific
communities that showed an
interest in learning more about
zoning. Interested communities
were: Schroeder Creek, Argenta,
Kaslo Corridor, Mirror Lake,
Woodbury and Lardeau.
“It went better than I

anticipated,” she said. “People
were polite, kind, asked a lot of
questions, and we were surprised
that some people felt comfortable
enough to say things in front of
their neighbours.”
The next step in the process
is to conduct a survey of all Area
D residents. “There are a lot more
people with comments than those
who showed up at the meetings,
I’m sure. I want to get as many
voices as possible.”
Watson reports that all
sessions were well attended
except Kaslo Corridor and
Argenta, and she didn’t hear
from anyone in Meadow Creek
or Cooper Creek.
The survey will be open from
end of May to mid-July. Once the
survey results are collated, she
says she will reconvene with
the local Advisory Planning
Commission and RDCK staff to
review the survey data and notes
from the community meetings.
Area D residents will know by
September if a review of the OCP
(official community plan) and
discussions about zoning will be
scheduled in 2022.

Watson says that during the
planning sessions, many residents
raised issues that are outside local
government jurisdiction. “A lot
of people’s issues are provincial
– public access to the foreshore,
transportation – it’s completely
out of our jurisdiction. They
are surprised we don’t have
authority to do certain things.
I can advocate on provincial
issues, but I can’t regulate them.”
Watson says it’s been “a
tough conversation” with some
community members. “They ask,
‘How could you let this happen?’
and I tell them, ‘Because you
have no land use regulation.’
Municipalities have to zone, but
rural areas tend to be a bit of a
‘wild west.’ It’s great to live in
rural areas where you have less
regulation, but people aren’t
always kind to each other so
sometimes we need regulation –
to make sure we’re not building
something inappropriate in a
residential area. I’d love not to
regulate you, but it means you
have to get along – you have to
figure out how to communicate
with each other kindly.”

submitted
Work to upgrade the
Kootenay Lake Ferry terminals
begins this spring, with
improved amenities, more
parking and better access for
people who rely on the ferries.
Construction on the
new electric-ready ferry for
the crossing will begin this
summer.
At Kootenay Bay, the ferry
terminal’s existing washroom
facility will be upgraded to
make it more accessible. The
terminal will get electricvehicle charging stations,
better lighting and parking
improvements.
At the Balfour terminal,
the vehicle queue capacity will
be significantly increased, a
new washroom facility will be
built and a transit shelter will
be added. Improvements will
be made to Highway 31/3A,
along with the realignment
of the intersection at Upper
Balfour Road and Busk Road,
to improve safety and traffic

flow within the community.
Sidewalks and lighting will
also improve connections
between the terminal, the new
transit stop and the highway.
At both terminals, new
terminal attendant stations
will be added to provide ferry
information and directions,
new sheltered waiting areas
will be added for walk-on
passengers, and those waiting
for the ferry will enjoy updated
greenspace and amenities.
A $5.54-million contract
has been awarded to Marwest
Industries Ltd. of Castlegar
for the terminal upgrades.
Site preparations began this
winter. Terminal work will
begin in the coming weeks,
with completion expected by
the end of 2021.
The ferry service is
expected to operate as usual
during construction. For
everyone’s safety, ferry users
are reminded to follow the
direction of all traffic control
personnel and signage.

Health and safety measures
are in effect to prevent the
spread of COVID-19. People
are reminded to obey all
measures and guidelines to
help keep other ferry users and
the crew safe.
In Nelson, construction of
the new electric-ready vessel
will get underway this summer
at Western Pacific Marine’s
site. The vessel is expected
to enter service in early 2023.
The new vessel will more than
double the capacity of the MV
Balfour, which it will replace.
The Kootenay Lake Ferry
Service Improvements project
is funded by the Province of
BC with a contribution from the
Government of Canada through
the New Building Canada
Fund’s Provincial-Territorial
Infrastructure ComponentNational and Regional Projects.
More information
on the project, including
near final designs for both
terminals: www.gov.bc.ca/
kootenaylakeferryproject

Survey is next step in Area D
planning discussions

Kootenay Lake Ferry
terminal improvements to begin

A key tool used by local
governments to regulate
the riparian area above
the high-water mark is the
‘environmental development
permit area,’ Scott explained.
Environmental development
permit areas (EDPAs) are
identified in land use bylaws
and official community plans.
They are the focus of this
RDCK review.
If property owners
want to do almost any
development activity in a
DPA, a development permit
is required by the RDCK. In
order to get a development
permit, the RDCK requires
a riparian assessment report,
prepared by a qualified
professional.
Examples of activities
needing a development
permit include disturbing
or removing vegetation or
soil (landscaping); building
structures such as decks,
patios and retaining walls;
doing flood protection works;
building roads; creating
utility corridors and drainage
systems.
Scott advised calling the
RDCK office to find out if you
need a development permit or
if you see any development
along the lakeshore and want

to know if the property owner
has a development permit.
If you have concerns about
activity below the highwater mark or in the lake,
such as abandoned boats or
docks, Scott advised calling
the RAPP line to contact
the provincial government’s
Conservation Officer Service.
Of the four RDCK electoral
areas around Kootenay Lake,
Area D (North Kootenay
Lake) has a 30-metre EDPA;
Areas A (near Creston) and E
(East Shore) have 15-metre
EDPAs; and Area F (North
Shore) has no EDPA in place.
Scott said this review would
determine whether or not
to create an EDPA for Area
F, and whether or not to
standardize the EDPAs around
the lake. “From a planner’s
perspective, it would be great
if it were standardized, but we
recognize there are differences
around the RDCK and any
changes to the EDPAs will
be based on the feedback we
receive from the communities
around the lake.”
Scott also explained that
the floodplain and the riparian
areas often overlap, but the
RDCK floodplain bylaw is
in place to protect property
from damage and to identify
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flood hazard areas for safety
reasons. Environmental
development permit areas are
in place to protect the natural
environment, not for safety.
“At the end of this process,
let’s make changes to the
environmental development
permit areas around the lake so
they are protecting Kootenay
Lake riparian areas,” he said.
“Environmental development
permit areas are designated for
the protection of the natural
environment, its ecosystems
and biological diversity.”
To conclude the workshop,
participants took a survey to
identify the top two things
they value most about the
lake and their top five greatest
concerns. Results were quite
similar at both workshops,
with the top two values being
the natural environment and
clean and abundant water;
and the five top concerns
being development pressures,
environmental degradation,
water quality, healthy fish
habitat, and unauthorized
foreshore modification.
The presentation and
survey are available on
the RDCK website under
‘Planning’ for those who
couldn’t make it to the
workshops.
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CKISS launches EcoGarden Project

The Valley Voice May 6, 2021

submitted
To get British Columbians active
in preventing and stopping the spread
of harmful invasive species, the BC
government has officially declared
the entire month of May as Invasive
Species Action Month. The Central
Kootenay Invasive Species Society
(CKISS) is taking action on invasive
species by launching the EcoGarden
Project.
With a rapidly changing climate
and major climate disturbances,
native ecosystems are under stress
to adapt quickly. The EcoGarden
Project aims to support the planting
of native and non-invasive plants to
increase biodiversity and reduce risks
associated with invasive species,
which supports resilient ecosystems
in the face of climate change.
“The idea for this project came
from the experience of my own
garden. I wanted to know how I
could do a better job protecting the

Kootenays in my own backyard. I
started researching wildlife gardens
and I had questions about some of
the plants I was considering. I figured
I wasn’t the only one wondering
what to do with all the disparate
plant lists and needing expert local
advice,” says Laurie Carr, CKISS
development program coordinator.
The project provides resources to
make it easy for gardeners to support
our ecosystems. CKISS consulted
with local experts to develop a list
of native and cultivar plants that
are suited for the Central Kootenay
region and that support nature. Plants
highlighted are suited for future
climate conditions, are non-invasive,
support birds and attract pollinators.
Wildlife attractant issues, such as
attracting bears, are detailed on the
list. All the plants are available from
local sources and were chosen by
local experts to ensure success by
gardeners and landscapers alike.

The list is available on the CKISS
website: ckiss.ca/ecogarden-project/
CKISS hopes to have EcoGarden
demonstration gardens throughout
the region, to showcase the beauty
and utility of planting for the future.
If you are interested in creating
a demonstration garden, contact
CKISS for more information. One of
the greatest challenges of the project
is the lack of accessibility and supply
of native plants within our region. As
this project moves forward, CKISS
hopes this gap can be addressed and
the supply and selection of native
plants can increase for Central
Kootenay gardeners.
”This project is directed at
gardeners and landscapers but the
entire community will benefit from
urban and rural landscapes that
support ecological values. Planting
for the future can start in your own
backyard!” states Carr.
For more information on

CKISS, contact Laurie Carr, Central
Kootenay Invasive Species Society,

by Jan McMurray
The Burton Flats now has ponds,
wetlands and other features that
will benefit wildlife affected by
BC Hydro operations on the Arrow
Lakes reservoir.
“While the construction of
the Burton Wildlife Enhancement
Project is complete, the process of
wetland restoration takes time to
fully establish,” says Jen WalkerLarsen of BC Hydro. “Recreation
on or near the site may disrupt this
settling process and deter wildlife
from taking up residence, so we
encourage people to observe the area
from a comfortable distance.”
Walker-Larsen says some
additional planting will take place
this fall to complete the revegetation
portion of the project.
She says kingfishers, larkspurs
and elk have already been observed
using the newly constructed wetland.

They’ve also recently discovered a
frog egg mass in one of the ponds
that was constructed last fall.
“Having a mix of ponds fed from
groundwater and from the reservoir
will provide a wider range of habitat
for wildlife and plants,” she said.
“These wetlands are intended to
remain ‘in the wet’ even during the
drawdown period, providing wildlife
habitat year-round. In addition, the
habitat mounds provide shelter for
birds and wildlife even when the
ponds are inundated, as they are built
above the high-water mark.”
Walker-Larsen says engineering
monitoring will be conducted
periodically to see if the wetland
is performing as designed.
Environmental monitoring of the
site will take place as part of BC
Hydro’s larger monitoring program
for the lower and mid-Arrow Lakes
reservoir.

Construction for the project was
done by Splatsin/Landmark, and
environmental monitoring is being
conducted by Okanagan Nation

Alliance and LGL Limited.
The project, part of the Columbia
River Water Use Plan, creates,
protects and enhances habitat for

BC Hydro’s Burton Flats project complete

at 844-352-1160 ext. 210 or lcarr@
ckiss.ca.

CKISS is taking action on invasive species by launching the EcoGarden Project.

western toad, nesting and migratory
birds, amphibians, and other wildlife.
The project was constructed in two
phases, last fall and this spring.

PHOTO CREDIT: KATHY HARTMAN

BC Hydro has constructed ponds, wetlands and planting mounds on Burton Flats to create and enhance wildlife habitat.

The Doggy Doo Doo-Gooders clean up the abundant doggy doo from the ‘friendly forest’ where staff and children from the Goat Mountain Kids
Centre play. Residents who walk their dogs up Carpenter Creek are reminded to please clean up after them.
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The bears are back in town and so is WildSafeBC
submitted
WildSafeBC is the provincial leader
in preventing conflict with wildlife
through collaboration, education and
community solutions. The program
is delivered by the BC Conservation
Foundation in communities across BC.
Cora Skaien and Brian Montgomery
are back this season as the WildSafeBC
community coordinators for New
Denver, Silverton, Nakusp and Areas H
and K, and for Kaslo and Area D.
While the COVID-19 pandemic
may continue to keep many of us at
home, that is not true for the bears and
other wildlife that live nearby – the bears
are waking up and they are hungry!
As community coordinators, Cora and
Brian will be working hard to reach
out to community members in new and
innovative ways that maintain physical

distancing and safety for the community,
building off successes from last year.
From April to November, Cora
and Brian will be involved in a number
of WildSafeBC modified program
initiatives including door-to-door

submitted
Volunteer Week in Canada may
be over now, but we still have
something to celebrate! The Slocan
Valley Community Legacy Society
(SVCLS) was officially founded
in May of 2011, when a group
of enthusiastic citizens stepped
forward to create an organization
that would “encourage and promote
philanthropy and provide a conduit
for the receipt and management of
gifts and bequests into a permanent
endowment fund.” The role of the
society would be to “distribute

follow your local WildSafeBC on
Facebook, or contact your local
community coordinator. Cora can
be contacted at 778-987-3652 or
newdenver@wildsafebc.com, and Brian

Cora Skaien

information delivery campaigns, garbage
tagging, information booths and webinar
delivery of the highly requested WildSafe
Ranger Program for school-aged
children, as well as Wildlife Awareness
and Safety Education sessions. They also
hope to host limited, outdoor, in-person
workshops once the number of daily
COVID-19 cases reduces.
Email Cora at newdenver@
wildsafebc.com or Brian at kaslo@
wildsafebc.com for more information on
how to register for these free programs.
Local wildlife activity news and tips
will be posted as the season progresses on
the local Facebook pages (WildSafeBC
New Denver – Nakusp and WildSafeBC
Kaslo).
For further information on wildlife
and how to reduce human-wildlife
conflict, visit www.wildsafebc.com,

grants from the endowment income
of the Slocan Valley Legacy Fund
to support local community needs,
activities and projects that enhance
the quality of life in the Slocan
Valley and increase community
resilience.”
With the help of many generous
donors and supportive partners, over
the last decade the SVCLS has been
able to deliver successfully on those
early goals. Since 2013, the first year
of granting, SVCLS has provided
over $80,000 to more than 30 groups
from one end of the valley to the

other. The endowment fund, which
began with just over $134,000 is
now at $237,000! This is definitely
something to celebrate.
Throughout its existence,
the SVCLS has supported local
volunteer-led not-for-profit groups
in the important work they do in
our communities. We have also
honoured individual volunteers for
their contributions. For four years,
prior to COVID-19, the society
hosted a volunteer recognition
event, ‘Get Your Just Desserts,’
for volunteers each April during

Volunteer Week in Canada. This
year, we have been celebrating with
a contest just for volunteers. Any
Slocan Valley volunteer is eligible
to enter, and there are many great
prizes to be won! A series of three
clues have been provided between
April 8 and May 6. Once you know
the answer you can send it in to
svcls.event@gmail.com. Be sure to
include your name, email address
and phone number so we can contact
you, and also include a line to tell
us how and where you volunteer.
A random draw from among the

Brian Montgomery
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can be contacted at 905-977-8288 or
kaslo@wildsafebc.com.
Report wildlife in conflict to the
Conservation Officer Service 24/7 at
1-877-952-7277. Residents can also
report sightings of bear, cougar, coyote or
wolf in an urban area. These reports are
uploaded daily to WildSafeBC’s Wildlife
Alert Reporting Program (WARP),
available at www.wildsafebc.com/warp.
This program allows the public to see
what wildlife has been reported in their
neighbourhood and be alerted of new
sightings.
Funding for the local programs
comes from New Denver, Silverton,
Nakusp, Kaslo, RDCK Areas H, K and
D, Regional District of Central Kootenay,
Columbia Basin Trust, Province of
British Columbia and BC Conservation
Foundation.

SVCLS celebrates 10 years of supporting local volunteer-led groups

Volunteer Week may be over, but our contest is
still underway! The Slocan Valley Community
Legacy Society encourages everyone to reach
out and thank a volunteer – they keep our
communities strong and healthy, and they help
create change. We are celebrating by hosting
a contest open to any volunteer in the Slocan
Valley. There will be three clues provided
between April 8 and May 6. Check our website
www.slocanvalleylegacy.com for full details.

successful entries will determine
the winners. Check our website at
www.slocanvalleylegacy.com for
full details. Deadline is May 8.
CLUE # 1: It starts with “C” and
can be found almost everywhere in
the world.
CLUE # 2: It can be a place, a
group, or a concept.
CLUE # 3: It can be found in
the name of the organization hosting
this contest!
Best of luck to all participants,
as we celebrate volunteers making
a difference.

Clue #1: It starts with “C” and it can be found
almost everywhere in the world.
Clue #2: It can be a place, a group or a concept.
Clue #3: It can be found in the name of the
organization hosting this contest.
Think you know the answer? Send in your
guess (with your name and contact information)
to svcls.event@gmail.com and if you’re right
your name will be entered into a draw for one
of 12 prizes! Deadline for entries is May 8th.

With thanks to RDCK AREA H for their support
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Local gardener warns of clubroot disease
submitted by Randy Cofer
Clubroot is a serious soil-borne
disease which affects, and will kill,
its host – which includes all brassica
family plants.
“There are quite a number of
gardens in the Slocan Valley that have
been infected with this pathogen,”
says Randy Cofer, Red Mountain
Road resident and avid gardener.
“I am aware of two more gardens
in the North Slocan Valley which
have recently become infected by
this disease. If we want to continue
to grow brassicas in our area, we’ll
need to pay attention.”
The brassica family consists of
cabbage, broccoli, Brussels sprouts,
kale, Chinese cabbage, collards,
turnip, kohlrabi, cauliflower,
rutabaga, radish, mustard and
arugula.
Clubroot is considered a protist:
an organism with plant, animal and
fungal properties. It cannot grow and
multiply without a living susceptible
host, i.e. brassica family plants.
Clubroot has been found in soils with
a pH as high as 8.1 and as low as 4.5.
Above-ground indicators of the
disease include wilting of a young
plant, stunted and slower-thanexpected growth, and a yellowing
of leaves. Below ground, the root
system of affected brassicas develops
galls, or swelling, that resemble
tubers and sometimes will look
like clusters of various sized balls
instead of normal root. Root crops
such as turnip or radish will become
distorted. These abnormal roots
harbour and shed zoospores, which
rest in the soil over winter. Zoospores

NATURE’S
VENTRILOQUIST

Both of BC’s species of pikas—northern
collared and southern Rocky Mountain—
throw their voices to confuse predators.
Pikas have 2 litters each year, with 2–6
young. Adults weigh about 6 oz. They
are only active about a third of the day
because they can’t handle heat, so as
the planet warms pikas may not survive.

can migrate in the soil, especially if
wet, and can be transported by wind.
They can live in the soil for up to 20
years, waiting to infect the root of a
susceptible host plant. They will then
reproduce and propagate themselves
to further spread in the soil.
Introduction of clubroot into a
garden happens in various ways,
including planting contaminated
transplants, often received as ‘gifts’
from an innocent friend who may
not know they have clubroot in
their garden. Animals and humans
can track it into a ‘clean’ garden by
having first walked on contaminated
soil from elsewhere. Irrigation water
runoff will also contribute to its
spread.
“Make sure that any gift plant
starts or transplants come from an
uninfected garden,” says Cofer.
“Ask folks, before they walk into
your garden, if they know whether
or not they have clubroot in their
own garden. To avoid tracking spores
to other gardens, do not visit other
gardens if you do not have your own
clubroot heavily mulched or covered
to keep it contained.”
Any weed or plant that’s
removed from a contaminated bed
needs to be double-bagged and
emptied onto a burn pile where it
can be immediately incinerated. Care
needs to be taken to avoid tracking
or splattering bits of soil between the
garden and burn pile. Alternatively,
the contaminated plant can be bagged
and taken to the transfer station to be
dumped in the trash bin – not into
the yard waste or wood recycle bin.
The ideal, though painful, option is
to leave a contaminated bed fallow
for five or so years, and then test the
bed (see below for details). In the
meantime, the bed should be covered
with a thick mulch so that cats, dogs,
and ravens can’t walk on, or dig in,
contaminated soil, thus preventing
spores from being spread to other
areas of the garden.
The affected beds should
not be replanted with anything.
Whatever is grown in that bed will
be contaminated with spores from
the soil. If carrots, for example, are
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planted in a problem bed, all soil will
need to be cleaned from the carrot
onto that bed only. Since the carrot
skin will harbour clubroot spores,
‘trash’ carrots or carrot peels cannot
be added to compost piles.
All tools used in beds with
clubroot need to be sterilized in 50/50
bleach and water. Soles of garden

footwear must be treated with the
chlorine solution in a tray that can
be stepped into on the way out of
the garden. Hands and gloves will
also need sterilizing before digging
in ‘clean’ beds. When digging
in a contaminated bed, take care
not to splatter soil into pathways.
Contaminated soil must stay in the

contaminated bed.
Search the BC Ministry of
Agriculture website for clubroot
information and contact the
Abbotsford Agriculture Centre
regarding directions for collecting
soil samples to send to their lab for
testing if you suspect you may have
clubroot in your garden.

by Jan McMurray
Studio Connexion Art Gallery in
Nakusp starts up the 2021 season with
landscape painter Marc Grandbois,
May 14-29.
Grandbois lives in the Saguenay
region of Quebec, about three hours
north of Quebec City. Most of his
paintings at Studio Connexion this
year will be of his region, but there
will be one of Gardiner Creek in the
Nakusp area, he says.
Grandbois has shown three times
before at the small, private gallery in
Nakusp.
“I have work in many galleries
of all sizes,” Grandbois said in an
interview. “It’s the connection I
have with the gallery owner that is
more important to me than the size
of the gallery. I prefer to work with

gallerists who understand their artists
and establish a kind of friendship with
them. Anne is a very nice person. I
very much like Nakusp.”
Grandbois paints with acrylic
paint on wood panels. “The panels
work better for acrylic than canvas,
in my opinion,” he says. “They offer
a smoother surface than canvas – and
I don’t like to see the grain of the
canvas under my brush strokes.”
Grandbois also gives workshops,
and will come to Nakusp this fall to
lead a two-day workshop at Valley of
the Springs Winery. The workshop
was originally scheduled for May,
but had to be rescheduled due to
COVID-related travel restrictions.
His workshops fill up fast, and this
one is already sold out.
Other artists at the gallery this

year will be Janet B. Armstrong from
Calgary (first three weeks of June),
Delreé Dumont, a new Indigenous
artist in the Nakusp area, Maureen
Howard, Denyse Marshall of Nakusp,
Perry Haddock of the Vancouver area,
and Brigitte Desbois from Nelson.
“We are happy to have Denyse
Marshall just in time for the
Columbia Basin Culture Tour, and
we are looking at the possibility of
a workshop with Brigitte Desbois,
also in the fall,” Studio Connexion
gallerist Anne Beliveau says.
Shows will start May 14 and
continue through to October 2 at
Studio Connexion, 203 Fifth Avenue
in Nakusp. The gallery is open only
by appointment, between 11 am and
4 pm Tuesday to Saturday. Call 250265-8888 to make an appointment.

Studio Connexion Art Gallery announces
2021 lineup, starting with Marc Grandbois

Welcome to our 13th gallery season
May 14-29:
June 1-19:
June 22-July 10:
July 13-31:
Aug. 4-21:
Aug. 25-Sept. 11:
Sept.14-Oct. 2:

Marc Grandbois
Janet B. Armstrong
Delreé Dumont
Maureen Howard
Denyse Marshall
Perry Haddock
Brigitte Desbois

Winlaw Elementary school was a lucky recipient of the Indigo Love of Reading Foundation Community Response Fund grant. Each student
received a book, specially chosen for them, to take home and keep. Additional funds were used to buy books to improve classroom libraries and
update racial and environmental literature available in the school.

Gallery Open ONLY by Appointment: Tues. - Sat. 11 am to 4 pm 250-265-8888
203 Fifth Avenue NW Nakusp

The mountain goat diversion project continues at the Lardeau bluffs to prevent goat-vehicle collisions. On April 15, local volunteers replenished
the mineral salt lick up on the bluffs above Hwy 31 just north of Lardeau. Volunteer Jim Lawrence says for many years, mountain goats have
been attracted to ice melt salts on the highway, but since the mineral lick diversion was created in 2018, there have been no known incidents
of traffic-related goat deaths, and few, if any, goats wander onto the highway in search of minerals. The project is an initiative of the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure and is supported by Friends of the Lardeau River volunteers.
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Kaslo looks to open new lands for housing
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
New land for residential housing
may be coming available in Kaslo
in the next few years, as the Village
takes part in a provincial pilot
program to prepare for an expected
population increase.
Kaslo council voted last week
to take part in the Rural Resident
Attraction Pilot Project, a new
initiative of the Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development.
Under the program, the Village
can apply for funding to cover the
cost of planning for land in their area
that might be available for residential
housing.
“For Kaslo, this is an excellent
opportunity to obtain professional
services in land development
feasibility, planning and engineering,
and how to market this opportunity
to potential investors once we are
ready,” Village Chief Administrative
Officer Ian Dunlop wrote in a report to
council. “It is also great timing as we
embark on our Official Community
Plan review, and obviously, we have
already seen the surge in real estate
that the post-pandemic new world
is bringing to our quiet corner of the
province.”
The Village will focus on two
parcels of land, with a total of
about 23 acres, located south of the

Kaslo River bridge. While described
as an “outstanding development
opportunity,” one of the biggest
barriers to development in the area
to date is the lack of sewer services –
and the prohibitive cost of expanding
the existing sewer system south of
the Kaslo River.
The Village has pondered
expanding into the area before, but
was counselled to do its homework
first. A 2018 report noted that “due
to the number of lands containing
institutional and other extensive uses,
it is advisable to assess future (longterm) development potential within
a comprehensive planning approach
such as an Area Plan in advance of
any major divestment decisions.”
“So, here we are,” notes Dunlop
in his report. With money available
from the Province, and the Village on
the cusp of starting a review of the
Official Community Plan, the time is
right to grab the opportunity, he said,
even though it’s a big project piling
on top of an already substantial to-do
list for staff.
“It’s a lot of balls up in the air,”
Dunlop told the Valley Voice. “The
Kaslo South Area Plan project is
going to happen quickly. There’ll be
RFPs put out for consultants fairly
soon. We’d like to see it happen as
soon as May.”
Dunlop said the project was
likely going to hire consultants rather

than use internal staff.
“We see it happening in parallel
with the OCP, but the two are quite
intertwined because this area is so
significant to Kaslo’s immediate
future as far as development goes,”
he said.
Dunlop couldn’t say just how
many new homes or multi-unit
buildings might be built on the
lands being examined, saying those
were exactly the kinds of questions
the planners are going to tackle.
However, he did say the idea is to
get new lands into the marketplace
sooner than later.
“These are the things we need
some professional advice on, to see
what kind of density is appropriate
in that area to get a good mix of low
and medium-density residential,”
he said. “The idea is to have these
lands positioned for sale in about
two years.”
The Rural Resident Attraction
Pilot Project will provide a total of
$250,000 to five local governments
– Kaslo, New Denver, Silverton,
Slocan, and the RDCK areas D and H
– over two years to identify, develop,
and market new lands for housing.
The program is so new, however,
that details haven’t been released
yet. A spokesperson for FLNRORD
said they would be making a formal
announcement about the pilot project
in mid-May.

by Jan McMurray
Building activity in the Regional
District of Central Kootenay (RDCK)

remains at record levels. An RDCK
press release says that through the
end of March, building inspections

are up 50% over last year at this time
and the number of permits issued is
up 46%.
“Inspections are up throughout
the Regional District, with the
greatest activity in Electoral Areas
E (Nelson area north of Kootenay
River), J (Castlegar area), and B
(Creston area),” reports RDCK
Building Manager Christopher
Gainham.
The press release states that
current processing time for building
permits is approximately six weeks,
though processing times can be
longer as staff are now spending
more time in the field completing
inspections and less time in the
office.
To avoid delays, Gainham
recommends that applicants ensure
their application is complete and free
from errors or omissions.
For information on the building
process, check the Building
Inspection section of the RDCK
website, particularly the Permit
Application page. The Building
Inspection section is found under
Services on the RDCK home page
(rdck.ca).

RDCK building activity remains at record levels

It pays to
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Building activity in the Regional District of Central Kootenay (RDCK) remains at record levels.
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Thank you to everyone who contributed to the construction of our home in
Nakusp. We feel extremely fortunate to have benefitted from such wonderful
workmanship and great service. The subcontractors included:
• Monashees Drafting & Design Co.
• Syme Structural Engineering Ltd.
• Madden Timber Construction Ltd.
• Stronghold Solutions
• Nice Pipes Plumbing and Heating
• Quantus Electric Ltd.

• Arrow Refrigeration Services Ltd.
• DH Holdings
• Morrison Insulation
• Lawrence Grenier
• Leaf Cabinetry
• Adriatic Granite & Marble Ltd.
John Hitt & Cathie Newsome
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Nakusp council, April 26: council passes budget, fence variance
Campground report

Council received the report
on planning and upgrades for
the municipal campground. (See
‘Nakusp municipal campground has
big potential – but at hefty price,’
elsewhere in this edition of the Valley
Voice.) The report, 18 months in the
making, was received as information
as council reviews its next steps in
the process. The committee formed
to study the issue was also dismissed,
with thanks for a job well done.

Deer fence OK’d

A homeowner on 3rd Ave in
Nakusp is going to get her privacy
fence. Ieneke van Houten asked for
a development variance to allow her
to build a seven-foot fence along two
sides of her property, ‘for privacy
and to keep deer off her property.’
After her application hearing, council
asked for more information from
staff about possible compromises.
At this meeting, they approved a new
plan for the fence, after getting staff
recommendations. Van Houten will
be able to have the bottom four feet
of her fence solid wood, while the
top three will be some sort of mesh
design to soften the overall effect.
All but one councillor was in
favour of the variance, based on
staff’s compromise solution with
the landowner. Tom Miller said he
was still very concerned about the
reasoning behind the decision and
the spate of copycat applications they
may receive.
“I’ve lived in my house for 40
years, and had a garden for all but
one or two of those,” he said to his
fellow councillors. “I’ve never had a
deer in my yard.

The Hungry Barber

Wednesday – Saturday
10 am – 6 pm
313 Hwy 23, Nakusp
250-265-7258

“One after another, we’re going
to be dealing with [applications for]
one of these fences… There’s got to
be other ways of keeping a deer out
of the yard without us looking like a
gated community.”
Despite his concerns, the
variance was approved.

can’t build any structures near their
new property line.
The cost of surveying,
partitioning of the land, changing
zoning, legal paperwork, etc. will
all have to be borne by the Canns.
The Village will now await an offer
from the couple to see if it meets the
Village’s needs. In the meantime, the
report was received as information.

Beach buoys

Speedy boaters are going to be
warned to slow down when driving
past Nakusp’s community beach.
Councillors approved spending
$2,500 on three floating buoys that
will post a speed limit and ‘no wake’
warning for boaters.
Council was told that the signs
are advisory only, under the Canada
Shipping Act, and don’t come with
any enforcement powers. It may also
be a while before they appear off the
public beach.
“It was challenging to find a buoy
supplier,” wrote Nakusp CAO Cheryl
Martens in a report. “We reached out
to Innerspace Water Sports and they
estimated approximately $2,000 in
total to purchase three buoys, one
on each end and one in the middle.
There is also an ongoing demand
for buoys so it could take months to
obtain them.”

Land purchase partly
approved

A Nakusp couple isn’t going to
get all the land they wanted to buy
from the municipal government. A
report from staff on the request of
Howard and Kathy Cann to buy a
strip of land next to the cemetery,
and behind their house, was received
by council.
“The Village is opposed to
selling the laneway portion as it is
used by the Village when working in
the cemetery and deems it necessary
to retain this portion,” staff wrote.
“There is no concern to sell the
portion of the Village property that
is located between the rail trail and
the Cann’s rear property line.”
However, zoning of the portion
the Village is willing to sell is an issue.
Its current zoning would have to be
changed to ensure the homeowners
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Hot springs revenues
stay cool

The Nakusp Hot Springs
continue to suffer from the COVID
blues. A report from staff showed
the facility made $46,359 from
operations in March with just over
2,400 visitors. That’s better than
last year by $14,000, but still far
below normal operations. In March
2019, the municipally owned facility
made more than $63,000 for the local
government. The campgrounds, hot
springs and chalets were supposed
to be closed for a week of repairs in
April, but a decision was made to
shut it down completely to follow the
latest provincial health restrictions.
That decision will be revisited
after the May long weekend, when

provincial orders will be updated.

challenge for his crew.

The mystery of the missing
water has been solved. Councillor
Susan DeSandoli wanted to know
why the Public Works report showed
Nakuspians used only 26,700 cubic
metres of water in March of this
year. That’s way down from the
41,700 used in March 2020, and
just one-third the amount of water
used last September. Public Works
manager Bob Gresiuk said that crews
had caught and repaired a major
leak on Shakespeare Rd, and one or
two others in the system caused by
pressure problems. Those were likely
the cause of the Village’s high water
use before last fall.
Greskiuk also told council
drilling continues on establishing a
third water well for the municipal
system. After five days, crews had hit
275 feet and a good supply of water
that was going to be tested for flow
and quality. That pump test was to
happen last week.
Meanwhile, Gresiuk told council
spring runoff and its concurrent drop
in water quality is proving a daily

The five-year financial plan and
tax rate bylaws were adopted. After
all the pencil sharpening, debate
and trade-offs, council approved a
3.5% tax hike this year – about a $30
increase on the average home tax bill.
After passing the bill, councillors
stood behind the decision.
“It’s been a difficult and tough
year with the pandemic, and I think
staff went above and beyond with
what they achieved,” said Mayor
Tom Zeleznik.
“It’s kind of a stay-the-course
budget,” added Councillor Joseph
Hughes. “We tried to tighten the
belt where we could, but there’s
something to be said for sticking
to plans for maintenance and
replacement, so we’re not robbing
tomorrow to keep taxes low today.”
“I just think the CFO did a great
job of trying to keep things intact.
We did the best we could,” said
Councillor Miller. “I think if your
grocery bill only went up $30 this
year, you’d be pretty happy with
that.”

Water use way down

Budget passed

PHOTO CREDIT: JAY-DELL MAH

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter

Nakusp’s water system is being expanded with the drilling of a third well near the campground.

Nakusp Village CAO quits to reunite with family
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
In the end, family triumphs
everything.
Vi l l a g e o f N a k u s p C h i e f
Administrative Officer Cheryl
Martens says that’s why she’s quit
her job at the head of the municipal
government.
“My daughter just had her third
child, my third granddaughter, and
with all this COVID I have not
been able to go back and see my
family. I miss my family,” she said.
“So I’ve decided to move back to
Saskatchewan.”
Martens is leaving just short of
two years on the job, having joined
after a stint as CAO of the community
of Princeton. While COVID has
increased her feeling of isolation, she
says it’s a decision she’s been thinking
about for a while now.
“I just kind of wonder what I’m
doing out here, when all my family are
back there,” she told the Valley Voice.
“The community has been friendly,

but I just feel I need to be close to
friends and family.
“It would have been different if
I had family and friends here, but I
don’t.”
Mayor Tom Zeleznik says he
understands Martens’ reasoning, and
says she will be missed.
“Cheryl has made a significant
contribution and impact as our
Villages CAO over the past two
years including leadership, and vision
through some difficult and challenging
times, especially during this ongoing
pandemic,” he told the Valley Voice.
He especially cited her work on the
new Official Community Plan, new
bylaw enforcement rules, downtown
revitalization, and shepherding the
Village through its biggest building
boom in decades. “Cheryl worked
hard with council through our strategic
goals, and through several projects
during her two-year tenure.”
Zeleznik says Martens will be
replaced “as soon as possible.”
“[R]ecruitment is now underway

to fill the vacancy to lead the
community through the upcoming
busy years ahead, as the Village
prepares for the growth in the building
boom and other major projects,” he
said.
Martens will leave the position
May 14, giving her time to wrap up
some ongoing projects. But she’s not
sure what the future will hold for her
when she returns to Saskatchewan.
“I just want to get settled in and
determine where I go from there,”
she says.
Martens says she will miss
working with Village staff, and says
she’s learned a lot in her two years
here.
“It’s very challenging, it’s a very
challenging job. This community is
highly active,” she says.
“But my most memorable thing
here will be climbing Saddleback
Mountain, which I did two summers
ago.
“It was awesome. I am terrified of
heights, but I did it anyway.”

COMMUNITY
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Nakusp municipal campground has big potential – but at hefty price
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative reporter
Nakusp residents got their
first real look at plans to expand
and improve the community’s
municipally owned campground
last week.
The Village’s Municipal
Campground Expansion
Committee submitted its report
to Village politicians on April 26,
about 18 months after first being
established.
“I think you’ll enjoy what
we accomplished,” said Mayor
Tom Zeleznik, who sat on the
committee, when introducing the
report’s author, Beth McLeod.
The plan envisions a threephase approach to expanding
and improving the municipal
campground and other areas
in the 36-acre (14.9-hectare)
community park, that would
cost about $2.8 million if fully
implemented. The path forward,
however, will require more
research and consultation with
the public – let alone finding the
funds to make it a reality.
“The Municipal
Campground within that park
is a very pleasant place to camp
for those who like to be close to
the town’s amenities and public
beach, among other things,” the
report summary explains. “This
Committee’s work has shown
that there is excellent potential to

expand the campground and still
retain space around the perimeter
of the expansion area for public
trails and natural areas, such as
the ravine between the ball fields
and the expansion area.”
But the campground has its
problems. For 50+ years, it’s
been a fairly reliable cash cow
for councils, at the expense of
investing in its infrastructure.
As a result, today’s larger
motorhomes have difficulty
manoeuvring in and out of the
park – not to mention there aren’t
enough spaces for them to meet
demand. The washroom facilities
are hopelessly inadequate, and
the sani-dump station is located
right across the street from where
campers bathe and clean their
dishes. It’s time, said committee
spokesperson Beth McLeod, to
acknowledge the campground
needs help.
“It’s lots of big dollars, yes,
but hopefully some grants can be
found,” she said. “But there are
many priorities for the Village
of Nakusp. So it depends on
prioritizing this one over other
ones.”
Councillor Tom Miller,
who also sat on the committee,
agreed, saying it was time to
set up a reserve fund for the
campground.
“Because we are years
and years into profits from the

campground going straight into
municipal coffers, that’s one of
the reasons the campground is
in the condition it is in,” he says.
“So having that fund put aside
for improvements adds a little tax
burden to the community, but it
should be done. We have reserves
for everything else we manage,
and we have to do that here, too.”

Three steps to the
future

The committee envisioned
three phases to the expansion and
renovation of the campground.
The first phase (and cheapest, at
$175,000) would see adjustments
to the ball diamond parking and
access road. The local slo-pitch
group has been consulted and are
excited about the improvements,
McLeod said.
The second phase (at
$1.29 million) would see
the construction of a new
entranceway and sani-dump for
the big rigs off Broadway, and
the construction of 21 powered
sites for the larger RVs, and seven
tent sites.
Phase three (also $1.3
million) would see major
improvements to the existing
campground, especially the
showers/washing facilities. The
refurbished campground would
be able to accommodate 39 largesized RVs with power.
McLeod said the committee

emphasizes the $2.78 million
estimate for the work is only
a rough calculation: next steps
would include speaking to an
architect, electrical engineers,
utility companies, and other
professionals to pin down the
work to be done and approximate
costs.
But the project can be
juggled according to funding
available. After questioning by
councillors, McLeod noted the
staging of the improvements was
only a suggestion, and any of the
three phases could be done first,
or skipped over completely.
But she said the committee
also strongly recommends a
proper Master Plan be done first
for the facility as part of a parks
review – something that could
be incorporated into the recently
completed Official Community
Plan.
“[I]t may be wise for
council to delay a decision on
campground expansion until
after that plan is completed,”
she noted. “If council wants to
fast-track at least phase one of
the campground expansion, then
perhaps council should fast-track
the Parks and Recreation Master
Plan as well.”
Having a Master Plan in
hand would also help encourage
funders to pay for upgrades,
she said.

Carpenter Creek Green Burial Ground
announces first work party
submitted
The Carpenter Creek
Green Burial Ground (GBG)
has exciting news. The land
for the burial ground has
now been severed from the
original land parcel, and
work can begin to prepare
the space.
To celebrate, the core
group of GBG invites anyone
who is excited about this to
come and see the site, and to
be part of the first community
work party to make this dream
come true. This opportunity
will take place between 10
am and 3 pm on Saturday,
May 8. Come when you
can, help as long as you like.
Some goodies and drinks
will be provided, and you are
encouraged to bring your own
snacks and drinking cups, and
any useful tools for pruning
and brush clearing. COVID
protocols will of course be
observed, and if people come
throughout the time allotted,
the number of workers can be
kept to 10 at a time.
The new burial ground
is right next to the Masonic
section of the New Denver
Cemetery, at the very back on
the right (south) as you face
uphill. To get there, turn right
onto Denver Siding Road

for about 120 metres, then
continue on 10th Avenue/
Atlantic Street for another
120 metres, where you may
park at the corner and walk
in. It is on the far side of the
cemetery. Alternatively, you
can come up through the
cemetery from the highway.
The subdivision
application, required to sever
the cemetery site from the
larger property, received final
approval from the provincial
approving officer on April
21. All documents and plans
required to create the new
cemetery parcel have been
signed, and were submitted
to the Kamloops Land Title
Office for registration on
April 27. When registration
has been finalized (anticipated
by May 11), the
cemetery parcel will
have been legally created,
with its own separate legal
description. However, the
transfer of the property
ownership will not happen
until the society has received
charitable registration status
from Canada Revenue
Agency, which is in the
works.
Te c h n i c a l a s a l l
this sounds, it means the
community, represented by

the Carpenter Creek Last
Wishes Society, to all intents
and purposes now owns the
property and can begin to
create the green burial ground
many have dreamt of for
years. GBG wishes to express
extreme gratitude to Cunliffe

Barnett, whose generous
donation of the land has made
all this possible.
For more information about
this project, and to find out
how to contribute, go to http://
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.
ca/green-burials/.

Four Seasons
Greenhouse & Nursery
Open 10-5 daily
5531 Slocan River Road, Winlaw
250-226-7254

Fruit trees: Apples, Pears,
Peaches, Apricots, Plums,
Cherries, Nectarines, Walnut &
Hazelnut trees.
Starting @ $59.99

Roses: David Austen, Climbing, Tea, Landscape
Perennials: over 300 new varieties Starting @ $6.99
• Strawberries, Raspberries, Haskap & Goji berries,
many small fruits
• Wasabi & Horseradish roots
• 7 varieties of Blueberries $18.99/1 gallon pot
• Trees & Shrubs, unusual Evergreens
• Soil, Fertilizer, Landscape Fabric

Your one-stop
shopping
nursery

The committee also
recommended council engage
the whole community in the
planning and design. While
it consulted with immediate
neighbours on noise, traffic and
other issues, McLeod noted there
are many community groups
with an interest in the park, and it
would help build public support
for the money that will have to
be spent to improve the facility.
“The Village of New Denver
conducted such a survey in early
2021 during their process of
developing a new Master Plan
for their Centennial Park,” said
McLeod. “The… committee
feels that if this type of survey
were conducted regarding

Nakusp’s downtown community
park, the results could be very
helpful in making informed
decisions regarding future
development and uses for the
park, including campground
expansion.”

Next steps

Mayor Tom Zeleznik says
there’s a lot for councillors to
chew on in the report, and that
it will take a bit to absorb before
making next steps.
“We have to give council
time to look at it, but it’s given
us lots to look at. The biggest one
is we’re going to have to meet
again and decide how to share
this with the public, to hear the
feedback.”

• cement,
• premixed
cement,
• insulation,
• drywall

Large selection of fence posts,
gates & fencing!
– corral panels
Pet Food and Farm
Animal Feed

Seed Potatoes

New seeds have
Peat Moss - $19.99/bale,
arrived!
Sunshine Mix
Seed starting soil, flats
& inserts, seeds
Sewer Pipe, Septic Tanks & Accessories

We are limiting people to 4 customers in the store at any one time
Check out our new wagons & garden tools.
Straw bales $13.00
Proper face masks are required
Open 9-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat, Closed Sunday
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Beyond recycling: plastic
submitted by Waste Reduction
Committee, Kaslo Climate Action
Team
We are sickened to hear stories of
plastics washed up on shores of oceans,
stuck in ducks’ bills and floundering in
the stomachs of wildlife. There may be
around 5.25 macro and micro plastic
pieces floating in the open oceans,
weighing up to 269,000 tonnes. 100,000
marine mammals and turtles and one
million sea birds are killed by marine
plastic pollution annually.
We know the need to change our
plastic waste habits. Recycling is
important but it is not enough. The
whole plastic crisis is too big! We need
to turn off the tap! In Canada, more
than one-third of our plastics are created
for single-use products or packaging.
About 86% of plastic waste ends up
in the landfill, while a meager 9% is
recycled. We need to fight our addiction
to disposable plastic. The problem starts
here and the solutions need to start
here, too.
Last fall, Prime Minister Trudeau
introduced a law to ban some single-use
plastic items in 2021. Among them were
stir sticks, shopping bags and six-pack
rings. Further proposed laws will list
plastic as a toxic substance and require
plastics sold in Canada to have 50 %
recycled content, heading toward zero
plastic waste by 2030. This initiative is
mired in trade agreement challenges and
lobbying by the plastics industry. Many
people are letting the government know

that these changes must be made. You,
too, might write to express your concern
to the prime minister and Environment
Minister Jonathan Wilkinson (Jonathan.
Wilkinson@parl.gc.ca).
This legislation is very important,
but let’s not wait for the federal
government. Some communities in BC,
such as Quadra and Cortes Island long
ago banned single-use plastic bags and
encouraged only biodegradable take-out
containers. This idea is very possible
here in the Kootenays.
Many of us have often wished
that groceries would come in reusable
containers. Now, in Ontario, there is
an online store, Loop, that sells food
in returnable containers. Loop will sell
well known brands, such as Heinz,
President’s Choice and Haagen-Dazs
in take-back containers. The companies
charge a deposit fee, clean and refill
them, like beer bottles or our Kootenay
Meadows milk. Burger King plans to
launch reusable packaging through
Loop later this year, as does Tim
Horton’s. We can hope this idea will
grow and change our consumer habits.
Here are some other ideas for us
to dispense with disposables. Examine
your own shopping cart. Choose things
with less packaging. Let your retail
stores know. Talk about reducing
plastic waste among your friends.
Raise awareness in social media. Speak
or write to your local government
leaders. Kaslo is updating its Official
Community Plan this year. Ask that

COMMUNITY
waste reduction and ease of recycling
become tangible goals. Ask them to
Ban the Bag! And of course continue
to recycle.
Applaud all levels of government

in their efforts in this realm. Encourage
them to hold industry accountable
for its packaging. Pay attention to
organizations that campaign for change
and support innovators.

Let’s get on board with the ideas
and solutions that are out there. They
may not be as easy or as comprehensive
as is needed, but every step in the right
direction leads us closer to zero waste.

submitted
The West Kootenay Regional
Airport in Castlegar has received
funding to support COVID-19
recovery following significant
revenue losses resulting from the
global pandemic and its devastating
impacts on the aviation industry.
The airport received $720,000
from the Province of BC’s COVID
Airport Relief Program, which
supports operations at regional
airports that provide regional forest
fire services and medical safety
services from April 1, 2021 - March
31, 2022.
The airport also received
$375,000 as part of the Province of
BC’s COVID-19 economic recovery
plan and the BC Air Access Program,
which support essential upgrades

to regional airports. This funding
is dedicated to installing runway
edge lighting to improve safety and
reliability at the airport, which has
challenging terrain.
The airport is an essential service
to the region and supports medevac
services. This funding ensures that
critical maintenance activities that
keep the airport within Transport
Canada’s guidelines will not be
affected. The funding also ensures
that the airport will continue to
run as a stand-alone business with
no impact on taxation. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, the total
passenger traffic was reduced by
87% compared to 2019, resulting in
revenue losses of $900,000 in 2020.
The City projects additional revenue
losses of $1.2 million in 2021.

The airport remains focused
on providing a healthy and safe
travel experience during the
pandemic and delivering on a 25year Airport Master Plan, which
focuses on improving reliability,
maximizing revenue, improving
airport operations, and providing
affordable travel options to connect
West Kootenay residents to their
destinations.
Other recent provincial COVID
response funding recipients in
the transportation industry in the
region include the Nakusp Airport
($13,000), Mountain Man Mike’s bus
service ($136,800), the Whitewater
Shuttle ($4,380), the Trail Regional
Airport ($180,000), the Nelson
Airport ($90,000), and the Creston
Valley Regional Airport (180,000).

Provincial funding for Castlegar airport
and other transportation providers

CASUAL LABOUR REQUIRED
in Slocan City
MUST HAVE OWN
TRANSPORTATION
Wages commensurate with
experience
250-505-5856
– text only
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The airport in Castlegar has recently received more than $1 million in provincial funding.

WideSpot:
Close the
language-door
by Therese DesCamp

I thank my lucky stars (as my
mom used to say) that I have a dog.
Among other things, having a dog
means that I am committed, no matter
how somnolent, to an 11 pm walk
every night around the front yard.
Last week’s yard visits included
views of the full moon – more
accurately, the pink super moon.
In the shadows by the apple trees,
in air scented by cottonwoods and
violets, I studied the clouds as they
swung across the moon’s full face,
obscuring it and then breaking open
as if they couldn’t contain the light.
Words stopped.
I didn’t mind words stopping.
I find words troublesome these
days. I feel a verbal awkwardness in
conversation. It seems like everyone
is parsing each other’s language for
correctness, for criticism, for hidden
clues as to where the other falls on the
spectrum of belief. It seems harder to
talk to neighbours and family about

things that are important, because
we’re all so tightly wedded to our
particular version of reality. We write
impassioned letters, make ardent
FB posts, and then are shocked by
how grossly others misunderstand
our statements. Words have become
stumbling blocks rather than steps to
mutual comprehension.
The world of cognitive linguistics
reminds us that language is our
best attempt to accurately portray
bodily experience. But experience
occurs first NOT in the language
centres of the brain, but in the vast
world of physiological give and
take: in breath and beating heart, in
scent and touch and temperature, in
quiet observance. Language is the
second-hand report, an attempt to
shove boundless experience into the
straightjacket of words. It’s a job that
has to be done; but it’s not always a
pretty job.
I’ve been ruminating on Rumi
lately – or more accurately, on
Coleman Barks’ translation of the
poem ‘Close the language door and
open the love window.’ It starts,
There is some kiss we want with our
whole lives, the touch of Spirit on

the body. Rumi speaks of an ache
so familiar and so uncomfortable:
standing in the front yard, shivering
in the moonlight, that ache comes
out of hiding.
Rumi continues: Seawater begs
the pearl to break its shell/and the
lily,/ how passionately it needs some
wild Darling!/At night, I open the
window/
And ask the moon to
come and press its face against
m i n e . / B re a t h e i n t o m e . /
Close the language-door/ and open
the love-window./ The moon won’t
use the door/only the window.
Next month there is another
Super Moon. Maybe you could come
over at 11 p.m. to watch it with me?
Maybe we’ll stand side-by-side in
the shadow of the budding apple
trees. Maybe we’ll smell the plum
blossoms or new mown grass; maybe
we’ll feel warmth radiating from the
road, coolness rising from the earth.
Maybe I’ll reach over and take your
hand. Maybe you will squeeze my
hand in return. Maybe we’ll be silent,
the language door closed.
I’ll bet that love-window would
open.

COMMUNITY
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Dog control bylaw coming to Slocan Valley, but prevention is best
by Jan McMurray
A dog control bylaw for RDCK
Area H (Slocan Valley) is in the
works but it will take some time,
reports Director Walter Popoff.
Popoff initiated a survey in the
valley some months ago to ask if
residents wanted a noise bylaw, a
dog control bylaw and an unsightly
premises bylaw. By a very slim
majority, the answer was yes to all
three.
Popoff decided not to pursue an
unsightly premises bylaw, as he feels
these bylaws seem better suited to
municipalities. The noise bylaw has
gone through, and Area H is now
included in the RDCK noise bylaw.

As for the dog control bylaw,
Popoff says the Villages of Slocan,
Silverton and New Denver have all
expressed interest in being included.
“We are looking at feasibility and
cost. It’s going to happen, it’s just
bogged down a bit.”
Once the bylaw is in place,
people will be able to call the dog
control officer to report incidents
with dogs. “There won’t be anyone
doing patrols,” Popoff says. “It will
be a complaint-driven process.”
In the meantime, he says if
you get bitten by a dog, you can
call the RCMP – section 49 of the
Community Charter gives police
the right to seize dangerous dogs

that have seriously injured a person
or domestic animal. However, he
says the RCMP is reluctant to do this
because of the process they have to
follow, including impounding the
dog. Popoff says he has told the
RCMP that he will use RDCK Area
H funds to pay the impoundment fees
for any dangerous dog seized in the
Slocan Valley.
Another course of action for a
victim of a dog attack is a civil suit,
Popoff said.
However, for those who have
been seriously injured by a dog,
having recourse after the incident
has happened is rather unsatisfactory.
One area resident told the Valley

Voice she was attacked by a dog
when she was 11 years old, and had
to spend three weeks in the hospital
as a result. She had 79 stitches,
had to wear a steel cast from ankle
to hip, and had to re-learn how to
walk. Now, many years later, she
is experiencing PTSD, and she
believes it was triggered by three
recent incidents of large, unleashed
dogs rushing towards her on local
trails. She is now on medication and
looking for counselling.
“I never thought it would rear
its ugly head at this point in my life,
but it’s gotten to the point I’m a little
afraid to go outside,” she said.
This woman says she would like

to see a designated area for people
to run their dogs free. Barring that,
she’d like to see dog owners leash
their dogs when other people are
around.
“So far, 100% of the time when I
yell for the owner to control his dog,
he yells, and the dog ignores him and
continues at me. In my mind, this is
an uncontrolled dog.”
She says she has spoken to an
RCMP officer who recommended she
carry wasp spray with her. “Please
don’t make me spray your dog,” she
says. “Leash them when there are
others on the trail. I’ve had enough
PSTD to last a lifetime. Please respect
other users of the trails.”

submitted
Valhalla Fine Arts Society
(VFAS) is alive and well! Despite
the uncertainty we all face with the
pandemic raging on, the society is
planning for summer programs to help
foster appreciation for the arts, music,
and dance.
“It is our hope that by June 1, we
will see COVID-19 cases decline and
new Public Health guidelines which

will allow us to proceed, following
careful and cautious programming
changes,” says Katrina Sumrall of
VFAS.
Programs start up with two weeks
of dance. Slava Doval will teach
contemporary dance July 5- 9 and
Lynette Lightfoot will teach ballet
August 16-20.
SVI, the long-standing Suzuki
program, will offer two weeks of

programming, with 25 students each
week, July 26-30 and August 2-6. This
has been carefully designed to meet
the challenges of the pandemic. The
society is working towards hosting
recurring, frequent outdoor concerts
so people can enjoy the music in
small groups.
Valhalla Summer School of Music
(VSSM) is hoping to host a regular
program in Lucerne School the week

of August 9-13. This will occur at the
same time as the program SOAR,
which brings together adult musicians
for orchestral playing.
Last year, the society managed
to run VSSM online with over 50
students enrolled. “We felt successful
in being able to deliver music
education, but we missed the music
community you build when you are
working in person,” Sumrall said.

VFAS has a positive outlook,
Sumrall said, and hopes they can
proceed with their plans for the
summer season of 2021. “We also
acknowledge that it is of utmost
importance that we plan and execute
what we can while following public
safety guidelines for everyone in our
community.”
Check the website for up to date
information: www.valhallafinearts.org

submitted
Each year Lucerne Secondary
graduates are eligible to apply
for scholarships and bursaries
administered through the Lucerne
Scholarship Society. These awards
provide financial assistance for
students continuing to post-secondary
education at a university, college, or
trade school. While the amounts
may not be large, they represent
the support of our community for
our youth as they pursue academic
degrees or trades certification.
Many of the awards are ongoing,
using the proceeds from investments
of the scholarship society to generate
funds that are available each year.
Some are based on academic
performance while others recognize
citizenship, service, or excellence in
the fine arts. The grads complete a
basic application form and submit
it along with a transcript of their
grades and a resume. If required by
a particular award, they will write a
letter outlining their qualifications
for recognition and include letters in
support of their application.
This year’s graduating class
includes Senna Bahalul, Jared
Jennings, Destiny Mengler, Mallory
Pellerin, Stephanie Smith, and
Shanna Wilson. Please support them

with donations to the scholarship
funds.
Donations can be earmarked for
an existing scholarship or bursary
such as one of the following: Sandy

Harris Memorial, Lane Haywood
Memorial, Health Careers Bursary,
Women Celebrating Women in the
Arts, or the Long Term Trust where
funds are maintained in perpetuity to

finance ongoing awards.
The Lucerne Scholarship Society
is a registered charity. All donations
over $20 receive a tax receipt.
Cheques can be mailed to Box 130,

New Denver, V0G 1S0. If you prefer
to do a direct KSCU transfer, please
contact Ellen Kinsel (ekinsel@
netidea.com or 250-358-2459) for
account information.

submitted
Nelson-Creston MLA Brittny
Anderson has just been appointed as
Premier John Horgan’s new Special
Advisor on Youth.
“Our youth are the future of
this province and our government
is working hard to give them every
support they need to succeed,”
said MLA Brittny Anderson. “I am
honoured to take on the role as the
premier’s Special Advisor on Youth
and I am excited to engage with
young people in the Kootenays and
across BC to ensure that their values
and perspectives are reflected in the
decisions our government makes.”
As Special Advisor on Youth,
MLA Anderson will serve as the
point person for young people across
government, providing a platform
for them to engage directly with the
Province. MLA Anderson will work
with youth to ensure the government
develops a better understanding of
the needs and perspectives of young
people throughout British Columbia.

MLA Anderson’s appointment
comes with the announcement the
BC government is providing more
than 5,000 young people across

BC access to skills training and
well-paid jobs. The $45 million
StrongerBC Future Leaders Program
will help youth and young adults

with training, internships, job co-ops
and jobs in the growing tech sector,
environment and natural resource
fields.

submitted
Award-winning Nelson author,
Diana Morita Cole, is a featured
independent writer at this year’s
LiterASIAN festival: ‘GlobalASIAN:
from Grassroots to Globalization.’
LiterASIAN is Canada’s premier
annual Asian literary festival, which
began in 2013. The organization was
founded by the Canadian poet, Jim
Wong-Chu, who wrote Chinatown
Ghosts.
This year’s festival will present
the works of Asian writers across
the diaspora. “The Asian Canadian
Writers’ Workshop has introduced a
generation of writers to the literary
world, and this festival sets a
stage for both established and new
literary talent to share their ideas
and stories, as a celebration of their

craft,” says Allan Cho, the current
festival director. “This festival is
inspired by the idea that the Asian
Canadian identity is intercultural,
intergenerational, and international.”
LiterASIAN will be virtually
broadcast live throughout the world.

On Saturday, May 8, Diana
Morita Cole will give a talk on the
publication of her book, Sideways:
Memoir of a Misfit. The event begins
at 12 pm PST. All the events are
free and registration is available at
literasian.com.

Valhalla Fine Arts Society plans programs for this summer

Local scholarships assist Lucerne graduates

MLA Brittny Anderson appointed Special Advisor on Youth

Mom needs new sandals...

Catch Nelson author at online festival

Ortho Lady Sandals are for those who don’t want to sacrifice comfort for style. They’re
made in Germany with the highest quality materials.
These leathers are very breathable and super soft so
your feet never get sweaty. They were designed to
support the natural movement of the foot, and they
counteract tiredness (that stiletto feeling). And best of
all, they come with an amazing insole that rivals custom
orthotics. But if you have your own orthotics, you can
use those instead – Ortho Lady insoles are removable.

Diana Morita Cole will speak at this year’s online LiterASIAN festival.

We have moved
down to the mall
during our Hall Street
Renovations!!!

1150 Lakeside Drive • Nelson, BC • 250-352-6261 • Toll-free: 1-800-337-1622

Professional fitting,
expert service.
www.vincedevito.com
www.facebook.com/
pages/Vince-DeVitosSpecialty-Footwear-LTD
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Kaslo council, April 27: RCMP reports quiet first quarter
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Kaslo council opened up on
April 27 with a report from the
local RCMP detachment. Constable
Duncan McGeorge said the first three
months of the year were reasonably
quiet for law enforcement. The local
detachment handled 135 calls in the
first quarter, compared to 176 for the
same period in 2020. Motor vehicle
collisions, alcohol and drug offences,
property crimes, and criminal code
violations were all down from last
year.
McGeorge said police want to
remind the public that store owners
have the right to refuse service to
people who don’t want to wear a
mask in their shop. “Some people
have exemptions, but if the merchant
says ‘I don’t want you in the store,’
that’s the merchant’s decision,” he
said. “So they can make the call.”
McGeorge also said they continue
to get calls about people with Alberta
or US plates on their vehicles, and
wanted to remind people that there
may be many legitimate reasons
for people to be here from outside
the area.
Council thanked McGeorge and
received his report as information.

Forestry reflection

After narrowly avoiding losing
their representation on the Kaslo and
District Community Forest Society

(KDCFS) board of directors last
month, councillors want to look into
how to rebuild their relationship with
the group.
At the KDCFS AGM, a majority
of the society’s members voted
in favour of eliminating the two
appointed positions on the board
(Village and RDCK reps). However,
the motion was defeated because it
needed a two-thirds supermajority
to change the society’s bylaw. It only
missed the mark by one vote.
“This motion is likely to be
brought forward again next year
and has a very good chance of
passing unless there is a change in
the relationship between the Village
and the KDCFS and a more visible
purpose for the role of the Village
appointee is developed,” Steve
Anderson, council’s appointee, wrote
after the AGM.
That had councillors wondering
how to move forward to improve the
relationship.
“Trouble is, none of us are really
foresters,” said Councillor Rob Lang.
Council moved the discussion
to a future Committee of the Whole
meeting to discuss.

Land Planning

Kaslo needs land for housing,
and a new pilot project from the
provincial government is designed
to help them develop their options.
The Rural Resident Attraction Pilot
Project will provide money for
identifying, assessing and marketing

properties the Village can open up for
land development (See ‘Kaslo land
development part of larger provincial
housing initiative’ elsewhere in this
issue).
Council voted to take part in the
program, and will ask for $50,000
over the two-year life of the project
to hire consultants to assess the
properties’ potential.

Aerodrome and Kaslo
Bay planning

“The Village’s land holdings
south of the Kaslo River are also
being examined for development
potential though a provincial pilot
program on rural resident attraction.
So the timing is good to look at these
opportunities together, which also
ties in to the Official Community
Plan review process,” said CAO
Ian Dunlop in an interview after the
meeting.

Building boom
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protect his enjoyment of his property.
Mayor Suzan Hewat said with the
property taking place outside of the
Village boundaries, there’s not a lot
they can do about it. Councillors said
they would keep an eye on the project
and its impact on neighbouring
properties, roads and traffic patterns.

Front Street Park breaks
ground

CAO Dunlop told council that
work has started on the Front Street
Park washrooms. Work will continue
on the site through much of the
summer, and will see a community
stage and other amenities included
in the downtown park. Council also
approved applying for a $15,000
RDCK Community Development
Grant for the project.

The Village is getting ready to
proceed with the Kaslo Investment
Attraction Lands Project Secondary
Phase, a continuation of the work
that began with the Kaslo Lands
Investment Attraction report
completed by CTQ Consultants in
2018. In this phase, the Village will
review land tenure and development
opportunities around the Kaslo
Bay waterfront and the aerodrome.
The Kaslo Bay planning includes
demolishing the CPR wharf, if
funding can be secured, to open
up the waterfront area to expand
public moorage and facilities. The
aerodrome project is to establish
long-term leaseholds for hangars
and development at the east end of
the aerodrome, including surveying
and land title registration. The
Village has a provincial grant for this
planning work, and will also apply for
$10,000 from the RDCK Community
Development program. There is
$127,359 in this year’s budget for
aerodrome and Kaslo Bay planning.

Village staff are coping with a
rush of paperwork tied to the building
boom that’s gripped the region (and
the country). CAO Dunlop told
council that staff had shepherded
about 22 building permits through
the approval process so far this year.
That’s more than all of 2020, when
19 permits were issued. The permits
are for both new home builds and
additions or structures being added
to existing buildings.
Council won’t get in the way
of a proposal to open a gravel pit
on the south edge of town. Brenton
Properties has applied to open a
rock and sand quarry on 1.7 acres of
land just south of town over the next
20 years. That naturally has some
neighbours concerned.
But councillors noted the quarry
only intends to run a couple of weeks
a year in spring and fall, depending
on demand. At the end-of-meeting
question period, one homeowner
asked council what he can do to

Kaslo Search and Rescue wants
to enter into a long-term lease with
the Village for a piece of land next to
the fire hall on Arena Avenue. It also
wants to sublet part of the land to the
Kaslo infoNet Society.
“The ability to do so would need
to be written into the agreement with
the Village,” wrote SAR Manager
Glen Skobalski to council. “KSAR
would not charge KIN rent but
instead accept services in kind from
them (eg. fencing, communication
tower access, etc.).” He added the
SAR group would like to make the
lease long-term, if possible. The
items were referred to the Committee
of the Whole later in May.

from 8.33% to 6.86% in the same
period.
In total, the Village will operate
on $2.98 million in revenue, $665,000
of which is raised through taxes. The
rest of the money will be raised
through grants, transfers, and fees for
services, permits and licences.
The municipal government is also
benefitting from provincial support
through the COVID Rapid Restart
grant, which councils have free
rein to spend as they see fit. About
$240,000 will be spent on various
projects such as building capacity
at City Hall for asset management,
community planning, Kaslo Bay Park
toilet, City Hall upgrades, improving
the public works building, and giving
local business a discount on their
business licences.

them out over the next few years,”
says Hewat. “These projects have
the potential to create employment
and support our local business
community as we put the plans into
action.”
The water utility budget is $1.2
million, including about $255,000 for
repairs to the Kemp Creek dam, which
should be fully financed by insurance
and emergency management funds.
The sewer utility will cost $154,000
to operate.
The budget also meets some
staff requests, like the purchase of
a new public works vehicle – an
electric pick-up truck – which will
cost around $26,400, from Village
reserves. Moving to electric will
help the Village meet its pledge to
be greenhouse gas-neutral by the

year 2050. The Clubcar Carryall
CA700 should be hitting the streets
later this year.
A new project to help keep
down bear-human interactions in the
community and to move toward Bear
Smart status was also given the green
light. Council approved a plan to hire
a consultant to conduct a bear hazard
assessment, at a cost of $2,450.
“Council and staff have worked
hard to present a budget that provides
good service levels and delivers on
the wishes of the community,” says
Hewat. “We are pleased to be able to
provide some relief for our hard-hit
business community. We have to
make some very difficult decisions
every year, but we remain conscious
of the struggles that some members
of our community are facing.”

submitted
The proposed new Kaslo and
District Public Library got a big
boost on Sunday. Its online auction
raised $27,737 – 7% above the
fundraising target.
Library board chair Anne Heard
said achieving the auction’s goal,
along with pre-auction donation
pledges, will enable completion of
the land purchase for the new library
in downtown Kaslo. The additional
funds will go towards the cost of the
new building.
The 105 offerings drew bids
from across Canada as well as
several American states.

“The auction went relatively
smoothly, with the exception of
an opportunistic bear making off
with one of the bid items – a bag of
fertilizer, which had to be replaced,”
she said.
“Some of the most intense
bidding was for the bat walk and
Karen’s famous pies!”
Heard said she was thrilled
with the response to the auction.
“It exceeded all expectations,”
she said. “Special thanks to Kaslo
and area residents who donated an
appealing variety of Kootenay-style
experiences, services and products
for the auction.”

Gravel pit

KSAR wants land lease

Big projects mark 2021 Kaslo budget, tax increase tied to inflation

Since
Since1986
1986

Stop by and see our
great gift selection – grad
cards and gifts too!
Open every day except Sunday.
250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Kaslo Village council was
expected this week to approve its
2021 municipal budget, which calls
for a 4% general tax increase, a
new parcel tax for sewer services,
and managing millions in grants for
infrastructure projects.
The budget was reviewed a final
time at a special council meeting
May 4, after staff plugged in the
tax requisitions from the Regional
District, hospital board, police, and
school district. The Village collects
taxes on their behalf.
“I am happy with the budget and I
do believe that it does deliver value,”
Mayor Suzan Hewat told the Valley
Voice. “Taxpayers will see the same
level of service that they have come
to expect from the Village with only
a modest increase in taxation.”

Money goes in…

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

The budget calls for a 2% tax
increase this year, and the application
of last year’s 2% increase, which was
deferred because of the pandemic.
General revenues for the Village also
got a slight boost from taxes from
new developments, which added an
extra 1% to Village coffers. (Some
numbers in this article may have
changed slightly at the meeting,
which occurred after the Valley Voice
went to press.)
Staff pointed out the tax rate this
year matches inflation, and overall
has actually gone down the last few
years, from 3.58% in 2018 to 2.94%
this year (for residential property)
while business has seen rates drop

And money goes out…

It’s an ambitious year for
municipal projects, though many
are still awaiting approval. More than
$3.1 million in spending is proposed
in total, with about one-third or
$1.37 million for capital projects
such as the Front Street Park project
($633,000), the Kaslo River Dike
project ($451,000) and the A Avenue
Waterline ($641,000). The projects
were approved by council pending
successful funding applications. Most
will be paid for through a number of
federal and provincial grants, as well
as reserves council has for covering
its share of those projects.
“Some of them are already fully
funded while there are others that I
sincerely hope we will receive the
grant funding necessary to carry

Successful auction closes land deal
for Kaslo and District Library
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
STARTING A TOOL LIBRARY for the
Slocan Valley. You can really help by filling
out a short survey a www.svtoollibrary.com.
SPECTRUM HOME AND FAMILY
CARE would like to announce that we are
under new ownership and management and
are looking forward to serving the Kootenay
community. 250-265-3842.
SLOCAN VALLEY THREADS
GUILD to celebrate our 40th
ANNIVERSARY this October. Have
you a story to tell or photos to share
related to guild activities over the past
40 years? Please email janieloumurphy@
gmail.com or brendagailelder@gmail.
com or mail Slocan Valley Threads Guild,
7112 Perry’s Back Road, Winlaw, BC
V0G 2J0.
PLEASE BRING YOUR BOTTLES to
New Denver Recycling. On May 8 and May
15, all bottles collected will go to Lucerne
Student Council. If you would like us to
come and collect your bottles, please call
250-265-8648. Many thanks! A big shout
out to Al, who continues to work with us!

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

HAIR

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WHAT AN AMAZING OPPORTUNITY
to live your dream and own your own
business. Become the proud owner of the
Valley Voice and a quaint building on the
main street of New Denver. The newspaper
business can provide a modest living for you
and your family, and wonderful community
connections. If you are so inclined, we
would love to show you the ropes and stay
as long or as little as you need us. We have
absolutely loved our life as newspaper
people! Give us a call at 1-833-501-1700 for
a chat, or email valleyvoice@valleyvoice.
ca. Yours, Dan & Jan.
HAVE YOU ALWAYS DREAMED about
starting your own business? If so, call
Community Futures to learn about the free
Business Plan workshop open to anyone!
And if you’re eligible, you may also qualify
for the Self-Employment Program, where
you will receive ongoing business training
and coaching and usually financial support
while you start your business. To learn more
call 265-3674 ext. 201 or email Nakusp@
futures.bc.ca.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying
or expanding your own business? If so,
Community Futures offers business loans,

coming events

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

CLASSIFIED ADS

counseling & training; and delivers the
Self-Employment program in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

COMING EVENTS

JONATHAN WHITE Client Support
Group Society - Virtual AGM May 12,
2021, 6:30 pm. Email bab_360_white@
hotmail.com for information.
READY, SET, LEARN in the New Denver
area! All pre-Kindergarten 3 to 5 year-olds,
including home-based learners, are invited
to participate in this free program on three
Wednesday mornings, May 26, June 2
and June 9. The modified program will be
delivered partially outside through hands-on
activities and at home through learning kits.
Parents or caregivers may pick up Activity
Kits for the program at Lucerne Elementary
Secondary School on the Tuesday before the
class. Please pre-register early to receive a
kit; call Lila at 250 358 7766. Sponsored
by the Ministry of Education, Lucerne
Elementary Secondary School and Arrow
Lakes Distributed Learning School.
SLOCAN VALLEY LEGACY. You are
invited to join us on Thursday, May 27, at
7 pm via ZOOM. Contact us at svcls.chair@

EDUCATION

gmail.com and you will receive the AGM
agenda reports and ZOOM link.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS, HAND
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.
SUCKERPUNCHED: A Woman’s
Experiences as a Log Scaler, by Lois
Wood. Available in June. To reserve copy,
contact: suckerpunchedbook@yahoo.com
OR FUCCF Box 125, Fauquier V0G 1K0.

GARDENING

ELVENDAL GREENHOUSE IN HILLS
is open. How to shop our large selection of
annual Garden Starts! 1)Selling at the farm,
113 Reibin road evenings and weekends.
2) Taking online orders and we make
deliveries. 3) Vending at Nakusp Old Fire
Hall market May 15. New Denver at the
Domes on Sunday May 16, 23, 9am-12.
Nakusp FM May 22, Kaslo Garden Fest
May 24. Clean food plants and flowers to
keep you well. 358-2660 for order form
online.

Tuesday

THRU

Friday

– By Appointment –

358-7769

Sales and
Maintenance
• Guesthouse •

Call Shon
250-265-3332

shonsbs@gmail.com

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

Offices in Silverton, Winlaw & Nakusp 250-358-2177

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

Over 20 years counselling experience supporting
clients experiencing stress, anxiety, grief and other
life changes. In person and Secure Video sessions.
Now offering somatic therapy. Offices in Silverton
and Nelson. 250-777-1704

778.454.0180

FOOD SAVERS MUSIC LESSONS

250-358-7199

Visit www.handandsoul.ca

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

WE DO OIL CHANGES – We stock oil & filters
for most common vehicles! • NEW TIRE
SALES – Installs, Repairs & Changeovers •
GENERAL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

stjautomotive@gmail.com

TUES

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care

HELP WANTED

THE SILVERY SLOCAN MUSEUM is
seeking an employee between the ages of 15
and 30 to work in the museum. The applicant
should be a registered full-time student in
the preceding year and intend to return to
full-time studies in the fall. We are looking
for a self-motivated and independent worker.
Previous museum experience and computer
skills are an asset. Starting date after June
5, end date August 28, 2021. 35-40 hours/
week for up to 12 weeks at $16.20/hour. A
cover letter and resume must be received
before May 24, 2021 at silveryslocanhs@
gmail.com or Box 301, New Denver, BC
V0G 1S0. Inquiries? Call: 250-358-7181.

Owner & Journeyman Technician
3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

Alongside Mountainberry

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY
now welcoming new and returning clients
for therapeutic and relaxation treatments.
Clean, quiet, professional office located in
Winlaw. Jessica Coonen RMT 250 226-6887
shadetreemassagetherapy@fastmail.com
YOGA WITH TYSON * ONLINE!
Chair Yoga, Restorative Yoga, Feldenkrais
classes. All ages. Info: call/text 250-5518505, email tyson@thaitouch.ca, www.
sacredearthsomatics.com.

STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair
Joe Shaw

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre
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Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes

RECYCLING

AVA’S
Hair Studio

HEALTH

For more than 70 years,
Tupperware’s thoughtfully
designed, made-to-last products
have been helping people find
solutions for their everyday needs!
Contact Susan Wilson
Independent Tupperware Representative
swilson@direct.ca - 250.226.7751
www.susanwilson.my.tupperware.ca
Facebook: Susan’s Tupperware Group

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues.

REAL ESTATE GIFTS
SUPPORT FOR
YOUR SPIRIT

Bi-weekly book study, biweekly services, Tuesday
8 am meditation, monthly
Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact
descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of
Canada is alive and welcomes
you online—and in person.

Tammy Peitzsche®
isoldit@shaw.ca
250-365-9640
Proud to serve the
Slocan
Valley!

“Experience that Moves”

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
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NOTICES

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and ALANON (family) meetings can help. For
information on AA: in New Denver, 250358-7158; Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo,
250-353-9617. For NA: New Denver, 250551-4043. For AL-ANON (family): New
Denver, 250-551-6540. Please, if you can’t
get through, try another number.
CARPENTER CREEK LAST
WISHES SOCIETY provides
information on preplanning for death
and advice for alternative funeral
arrangements. Ph: 250-777-1974. www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-3526008 NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com/ www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca.
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors
Coordinating Society.
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

local emergency room for confidential care.
SILVERTON LAKESHORE INN is
looking for all the things taken from the
hotel as follows: all the archive pictures
that were displayed in hallway, BA sign
orange and blue, grandfather clock, air
conditioners in all the rooms, 5 old yellow
hockey jerseys in frame with broken glass,
and numerous other things. Please return,
no questions asked.
SILVERTON LAKESHORE INN is
looking for people who have witnessed:
heavy machinery driving on our septic
field, heavy machinery piling snow on our
septic field, slander against the hotel or hotel
owner. Please email buyriteautosales@
hotmail.com.
BIGFOOT INN would like to thank you for
coming forward with so much information
and all the supporting emails. We’re looking
forward to serving the area again one day.
QUESTIONING AND DOUBTING
what’s going on these days does not make
you anti-anything. Nor does it make you a
conspiracy theorist. Actually, questioning IS
and should be, the place of reason. The fact
that questioning has become taboo, should,
in fact, send a chill up everyone’s spine!

Your ad could
be hereOpenfor
only
Thurs - Sun
$12.00 + GST

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

NEW HOURS
MON-FRI 8 A.M. - 2 P.M.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

Just $7.50/class

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

First class is free. For more details
email: joy.lukacs8@gmail.com

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

AGRICULTURE

and footwear accepted. Open Tues., Thurs.
and Sat. 11am-3pm or by appointment.
Call 250-505-4610. Follow “Koots Kids
Clothing Store” on Facebook.

WANTED

THE TWO VALHALLA PARK Rangers
are looking for a house to sit for June to
September. Phone Bruce 250-231-8738.
LOOKING FOR LARGE SHOP or
covered space for Rent/Lease in New
Denver/Silverton area. Prefer 14’ door
and high ceiling to fit RV’s for my RV
Repair business. Alpenglow RV Services
250-551-8605.
T H E P AV I L I O N G A R D E N
COMMITTEE is looking for donations
of new or gently used art/craft objects for
their silent auction to be held the last week
of June at the Hidden Garden Gallery. We
are also accepting donations for our annual
summer yard sale. Call Andy 250-231-6739
or Sue 250-358-7787 for more information.
$$$$$$$$$
WILL PAY CASH for old Harley Indian
motorcycles, old cars, old metal signs, gas
pumps and 1960s to 1972 Ford Broncos.
Email buyriteautosales@hotmail.com
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Personal Classifieds
start at $8.00
Call 250-358-7218 for details

Business Classifieds
start at $10.00
Call 1-833-501-1700
for details

It pays to
advertise in the
Valley Voice!!!
Call toll free
1-833-501-1700 for
details

email:
valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
Serving the Slocan Valley for the
16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

West Kootenay
Appliance Repair
Steve – 250-505-0644

westkootenayappliancerepair@gmail.com

ACCOUNTING
FOR YOU
Need to manage your GST, PST,
MRDT, Worksafe BC, & Wage
Deduction remittances?
We provide timely processing
of your Payroll, A/Ps, A/Rs, and
Financial Statements

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Main Street, New Denver
250-358-2178

H. A. Benson Inc.

No impact exercise classes for
all ages, fitness levels, and body
types. Focusing on building muscle
strength, coordination, and flexibility. Good for the body and the mind.

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Current Hours:
Tuesday – Saturday
11 am - 4 pm
Closed Sunday &
Monday

SERVICES

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”ticket gasfitter for new construction or
renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim);
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email:
schaferspeare@gmail.com.
LOOKING FOR LARGE SHOP or
covered space for Rent/Lease in New
Denver/Silverton area. Prefer 14’ door
and high ceiling to fit RV’s for my RV
Repair business. Alpenglow RV Services
250-551-8605.
KIDS CLOTHES BY DONATION!
Koots Kids Clothing Store, 222 Lake Ave.,
Silverton General Store. Used clothing

Core Fitness Classes
on Zoom

518 6th Ave • New Denver

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

RENTAL WANTED

RESPONSIBLE LOCAL COUPLE, with
children with paws, need a home in New
Denver area! Our long-term rental has sold.
Call if you can help. 250-551-6671.

BIG DOG MUSIC

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month

PETS

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class.
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

• Guitars and Accessories • Musical
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

New Market Foods

– Bulk Ordering –

CLASSIFIED ADS

FYI – if you can no longer move freely,
think freely or speak freely in your country,
you are no longer free.

Sharie Merrifield
25 years experience
Email: sha01@telus.net
(That is a zero, not an ‘0’)
Tel: (250) 358 - 6806
Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Personal Classifieds start at $8.00
Call 1-833-501-1700 for details
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

COMMUNITY
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‘KBRH Gratitude Mural’ to lift spirits at regional hospital
submitted
A massive mural will be painted
on the north and west wall at Kootenay
Boundary Regional Hospital (KBRH) in
Trail by local Kootenay muralist Tyler

Toews of Canadian Murals. The idea,
which grew from the positive energy of
last year’s Gratitude Garden installation,
will flourish throughout May 2021 on the
hospital’s back entrance.

The KBRH Gratitude Mural project team.

The Kootenay Boundary Physicians
Association (KBPA) commissioned the
mural. Initially, Dr. Sue Benzer, KBRH
Chief of Staff, inspired by the smiles
the Gratitude Garden project at the back
entrance brought to staff, proposed a
smaller mural to go behind the garden.
When Dr. Sue Babensee (project lead),
the KBPA working group and board
explored options, the idea expanded into
a 21-metre (70 feet) by 16-metre (55 feet
) 3-D commission for Toews.
Toews’ colourful murals can be
seen on Nelson City Hall, the Rossland
Cenotaph, and the BC Children’s
Hospital.
“The proposed mural is a colourful,
anamorphic design that will create an
optical illusion as it interacts with the
architecture of the building. Featuring
a large red ribbon that forms a heart
of gratitude, the completed painting
will transcend the boundaries of spatial
design and perception,” said Toews.
KBdoctors.ca are keen to share the
progress of this exciting, one-of-a-kind
project. They will record and post the
mural’s development up the wall with
a weekly video posted every Friday

www.facebook.com/kbdoctors.ca (like
and share).
“We wanted to give everyone
associated with the hospital and in the
community a visual that would lift their
spirits,” said Dr. Babensee, “We felt this
was so important as we all work our way
through the pandemic and other health
challenges together. It will hopefully be
both a reflection of what we’ve achieved
and motivate us to move forward.”
Ruth Kohut, KBRH Director of
Clinical Operations, gathered full support
from Interior Health (IH) for this exciting
art adventure.
“Art is what grounds us all

individually as it reminds us to stop,
reflect, and feel inspired,” Kohut said.
“Art also enables connections with others
by sharing stories about the world we live
in, our culture, our communities.”
KBPA is proud to have this project,
which will reflect its community
commitments and connections. The
mural’s design, to be unveiled virtually
as it progresses through May, will mirror
the growth spring offers. The mural will
give staff, visitors, and the community
a memorable image to take with them.
Follow and contribute to the
story on instagram @kbdoctors.ca @
canadianmurals #KBRHGratitideMural

Randy
Speers
Construction

Construction, timber framing and HRV
installations • Serving Nakusp & Area

250-265-7313

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
SOLID
PLAN

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

DRAFTING AND DESIGN
S. KING, CET

For all your interior
renovation needs:

skingcivil@hotmail.com

- Complete Drywall
Services

(250) 358-7922

4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Experience the
WAUVIK touch!

- Bathroom Renovations
- Carpentry and More....
Over 20 yrs Experience

Indoor Garden
Supplies
Castlegar
250-304-2911

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

WCB/Licensed/Insured
Vik 250-505-6509
wauvikrenos@yahoo.ca
Grow Your Own
Indoor & Outdoor Garden
Supplies, Knowledgeable Staff,
Store Hours 9am – 5pm
Monday- Saturday.
Closed Sundays and Long Weekends.

AVIS EXCAVATING
T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

Renovations and
Maintenance Made Easy!

Serving the Slocan Valley

• Excavation • Ditching
• Water Lines • Land Improvement
• Sand & Gravel Delivery

Wired by Alex

Electrical Contracting Ltd
Alex Joseph

47 years serving Ainsworth, Kaslo & north
All electrical work, micro-hydro & solar

Call Don (250)353-2563

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

Jim Pownall
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation

Leaf Cabinetry

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

250-358-7721

• Basic Renovations & Construction •
• Painting • Landscaping •
Hourly Rate, By Appointment Only
– Slocan Lake communities Only –
muralsbytim@gmail.com

Scarlett’s Electric

mobile

CONSTRUCTION,
LTD.
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS
p: 250-226-7849
w: avisexcavating.com
Larry Avis: lmavis@telus.net

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278
• BONDED Journeyman carpenter
• HPO Licenced Builder #42639

www.manciaconstruction.ca

CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

River Bardati
250-354-9535
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No plans to re-open tourist access to Idaho Peak, FLNRORD says

Loss for tourism

Idaho Peak is one of the most
photographed viewpoints in the
Arrow Slocan region due to its
panoramic views, endless alpine

flowers, and an ease of access alpine
that is rare to find locally. It is a very
popular spot for both residents and
visitors to the region.
Located at over 2100 meters,
the views offered from both parking
locations are stunning.
“This was a place where visitors
had opportunity to experience the
magnitude of the region’s incredible
mountains without a multi-hour
hike,” said Megan Chadwick of
Arrow Slocan Tourism. “It was

certainly a tourism draw and when
coupled with a stop in at the ghost
town of Sandon, made for a full day
adventure that appealed to a wide
range of visitors.”
Another tourism official in the
Slocan Valley says they receive calls
inquiring about the lookout every day
during the summer.
“This is a major tourist attraction.
Many people come here specifically
to do Idaho Peak,” says Melanie
Bodry, the New Denver Visitor

Centre manager. “I believe the loss
of access to this site, coupled with
the closures on Galena Trail we had
last season, are detrimental to local
hot spot hikes. These are by far our
most-hiked trails by visitors.”
There are one or two lookouts
similar to Idaho Peak in the area,
says Bodry, but none have the ease
of access for tourists of all ages and
physical condition that made Idaho
Peak special. And she reminds
people to be prepared if they plan

to seek out other viewpoints in the
valley.
“Many travellers cannot access
hikes off of forestry roads due to the
rough terrain,” Bodry says. “Last
season we saw several stranded
tourists on back roads trying to access
hikes. It can be really dangerous to
send anyone up to these off-road
hikes… especially if they’re not
equipped to deal with four flat tires!
“Nothing is really comparable to
our beloved Idaho Peak.”

For those who wish to capture an
Idaho-Peak-like experience, there are
options, say tourism officials.
Strong hikers can still access the
parking lots and Idaho Peak Trail by
first climbing Wakefield Trail off the
Silverton FSR. It’s 14-17 km round
trip (depending on parking location)
on a steep up-track, so hikers need to
be experienced and plan for a long
day.
Access can also be gained from
the Three Forks side via the wagon
roads and the upper section of the
Idaho Peak Road beyond the washout.
Given the distance, this is more
appropriate for the advanced off-road
cyclist with a good fitness level.
Alternates in the Arrow Slocan
region that appeal to a wider range of
visitors include:
• Buchanan Lookout, on the
way to Kaslo from New Denver
on Hwy 31A. Turn up Blue Ridge
Forest Service Road and follow for
12 kilometres to the top. Views are
spectacular and flowers are lovely in
season. There is also a 2-km loop trail
below the lookout that provides access
to viewpoints on the rock bluffs.
• Silverton Lookout at the rest
area on Hwy 6 near the summit of the
pass between Enterprise Creek and
Silverton. The lookout offers views
up and down the Slocan Lake and
into the Valhallas. Close to sunset at
this location is particularly stunning.
• Vicky’s View near Nakusp off
of Kuskanax Mountain Road offers
views of Nakusp, Arrow Lakes,
Valhalla and Monashee Ranges. A
short walk from the road through

the forest provides access to the
viewpoint.
• For the advanced hiker, the

8.8-km challenging return journey to
Kuskanax Mountain gets hikers up
above 2100 meters. There is also 4X4

access via Turner road to the same
location, which includes a 4.8-km
moderate hike.

Where to go while Idaho’s closed

Restaurants and cafes in the Slocan Valley are getting some help to provide outdoor service during the pandemic ‘circuit breaker’ in BC. The
‘Shop Slocan Valley’ program of the Slocan Valley Economic Development Partnership will pay half the cost of a picnic table made by Slocan
Park woodworker Walter Voykin. The Apple Tree in New Denver is one of the many businesses taking advantage of the program. Pictured here is
Linda Norman of the Apple Tree. Interested food and beverage establishments can email Ron LeBlanc at rleblanc@futures.bc.ca for details.
PHOTO CREDIT: JOHN BOVIN

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
One of the Slocan Valley’s most
popular tourist attractions is going
to remain closed until further notice.
“The Idaho Lookout Forest
Service Road will remain closed
for this field season. There is no
alternate route of vehicular access
to the trailheads,” a spokesman
for the Ministry of Forests, Lands,
Natural Resource Operations and
Rural Development has told the
Valley Voice.
The spokesperson said
FLNRORD has not completed any
work on the Idaho Lookout FSR
since June of 2020 and the road
remains barricaded and closed to
the public.
Visitors and locals alike were
very disappointed when a violent
thunderstorm last May 31 washed
out a stretch of the 12-kilometre
road to the two trailheads to the
lookout, one of the easier-to-access
viewpoints in the valley.
Last year, road inspectors said an
overwhelmed culvert was plugged
and stormwaters swept away the
road surface in a number of spots
along a half-kilometre segment
of the narrow, winding road. The
disaster immediately closed the road
for the season, though eventually a
mining company working in the area
managed to re-open a segment of the
service road for its use. The vehicle
path to the lookout, however, remains
closed while initial assessment work
continues.
“Selkirk Resource District is
currently seeking capital funding
to complete the preliminary field
assessments from last season. This
will determine the best course
of action,” the departmental
spokesperson said. “Works this
field season will include survey
and design of the suitable repair/
relocation options and will then
follow up with a completed project
budget request.”

While the water’s not quite high enough to thrill yet, these kayakers were having fun in a standing wave just downstream from the main beach at Crescent Valley on Sunday.

